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SPORTS: Lakers Teams Split With Graves Saturday

SmudgeAti$411
fethrowtoy 1114-144*

LinER&Titus
Monday, February 13, 2006

*

Gov. Fletcher Cold,snow mark weekend
hospitalized,
improving
IMO Report

Murray Ledger & Times
Despise an inuiry crash in
frtsg County. the aerkead as
tax* gun - e%eil %ith act
rueds.
Kinbselty SON Police said
.19611D. Willheneek was traveling
too fen *a illmrskiiI4 in Tngg
Colin far the gives read cowlstwos. Whack.31. was traveling eastbound in a 2006
freightliner whim he struck a
2005 Nissan pickup week dnven
Mary E. Smithson. 66. of
Clarksville. Tenn. about 7:30
p m. Sunday
Smithson had :dreads been
ins ols ed in a single-sehsek collision and aas %sating near the

KPORT Kt tAPi
Coos bine Fletcher *as howli.thzcd us ernight and will urakrgo an uhrasound wan to csiiWate the possibilit of gall stones. his office said today
Fletcher ta as taken to St Joseph East in Lexington about 3
p.m. EST Sunday on the ads ice of his perste physicsan. Dr
James George. after esperiencing disc-surd-on Iiket due to the
passage of a gall stone earlier in the day. spiikeswoman Jodi
Whitaker said.
Fletcher *as admitted later Sunday es ening tor (Ibsen anon.
akaborand *drama. WIbliter said.
The ditiouni 'sill oot involve an inesiticti, 'Ku ..ouki
wear
imayable of”imiieg his duties. according so his parsosal physician.
amid
Junes Dockard. the Fkicher's general counsel. told Li. Caw.
strve Pence of the gmernor'• condition shunt. alter 4 p.m.
Sunday Preparations were made for a tensporar transfer of
power trout Fletcher to Pence should it becorne necessary.
howeser Deckard said the action * a% precautiunar. only
George said Fletcher'• condiii,in was much improved %HIM
entenng the hospital emergent'. room Sunda.. according to the
gON cm.of s

ni

mile

marker

tor

police

to

the KSP
rric.o.e Alter stniong her truck.
W lustros. k sub'.C'.luenhJs Aux.k a
third %chicle. %halt was a 2‘100
freightliner dnveri by Dale G.
Normile Police said Wittstruck
came to a final rest on eastbound
anise. according

to

1-24.

Smithson and a passenger in
her %chicle
Janice P. Winter.
59. also of Clarksville — were
transported to the Trigg Count.
Hospital for their injuries
N'instruck and Nonnale were
nut injured.
-Kentiack.
Vehicle
Enforcement officer Sheldon
Calhoun cited Wittstruck for
salet, siolations. according to
he KSP release.
Multiple KSP :units also
responded to the scene and were
assisted
ti. Cady Police
Department. Trigg Count.
Shenff'. Department. Tngg
Count. EMS and Tngg Count.
Fire -Rescue
In Murray. a le* crashes
weir rt-perted Fndr. afternonn
and esening as the snow came
don. hut Murras Police
Department spokesman Sgi fins
Osborne said the
roads
acre relatitelt quiet this Ikea,

Mice

MICHAEL DANAll anger

a Times Prior
Keith Bailey began as Murray-Calloway County Hospital's
CEO on Jan. 19. Since then. he's hit the ground running.
working to build relationships with the hospital staff. doctors and community

end
It

looks like

people

Acre

tieing careful and eser thing
worked out well. Osborne said
Specifically. 'muts collisions
were reported on Slum'. Pais
Road at I:56 p.m. Fndas and on
Torn Tayliir Road at 2 29 p m
Friday. according to SIPD's

actisay lug.
Calloway Count. Sheriff's
Chief Deputy Dennis McDaniel
worked die single-vehicle crash
on Murray Paris Road. Rebecca
Eaker. 45. of Buchanan. Tenn..
was eastbound on K. 1497
when she left the snow -claimed
road. il)entittled ails1 sttlit. a
tree
1-..akei sustained hand *tries
while her passenger — Peep
Futrell. Mi. of Pans, Tesa. —
was injured when the vidlidie
1)% crturncd.
according
to
McDaniel*. report
Meanwhile. the Ks
Department ot Transit.
eress• in western 1Sentuck. *ere
busy this weekend trying to
11011 slick volts caw'by es
persistent silo* falls. a:cording
to S release
•

Eats this morning. Carlisle.

Ballard,
Crittenden
and
Hickman were the places in the
4afe's I2-couniv District (Mc
that did not haie trucks on the
roads Throughout the region.
most roads were ,..onsideresi lust
wet. but Mack ice remained a
concern Oil bridges and overpasses. recording to the DOT

New MCCH CEO
III See Page 2A
eyes building bridges Chit Chat
art

Id
V.

• on

)

a

ear

By KRISTIN TAYLOR
Staff Wr.le,
ti.:dey wasted no tulle
:•till•ss..ohte. known
Count.
Hospital. new
• )he a ant•
to build bodge. ,\ oft the staff
ph.sKlan• and Lortununit. He
started closesa to home
anti
the staff.
About J Meek alter otti,iall
starting at the helm of thA.• hsspi
tal Jan. 19. Raites attended his
lira Board of Trustees [meting.
where he res,unrtiended an
incentii c prgrani based on
guest satistattron as a ell as
einplov cc and Ots sic hill slits es•
similar to those gisen 1 4
patient.
11w
which

gaits-sharing
the

trustees

%ill reaard emplov cc. lot
aorking together to Jit'oniplish
guest satisfaction and fmans iai
goal. Specificall.. each comp's
tient *ill craS Up to I per.eni ot
an emplii.ee's haw ;no hir suk
sesstul attainment
'•1 says it as something that
V. as an oppcinunit to provick•
stall here a ith oariersliip There
%vete good conditions here to it
as Lit as the financial'. go.'
Hades said -Pius I think it will
made strides in helping to
restore stall and administration
relation. It's part sit its phdo,
ophs to reward people when
thes accomplish things
It overall guest saiistactim
reaches a score sit ss stall still

The horses at Oaks Lane Farms on Robertson Road offer
a peaceful scene as a snow flurry shower rains down J
Sunday afternoon The flurries were one of several bouts
of snow Murray and Calloway County experienced since
Friday s initial system that covered rooftops and made
driving tricky. Colder temperatures also formed icicles
after a brief thaw. Warmer weather is on the way, though
before another system returns this weekend

Hunter
shot by
Cheney
is stable
()BPI s t lik1s11 has
%he President
Chene acc
s shot
sear old
during
a cC ke n J
quail hiii•
mg tnp at
the
went
a
retrieve
bird
and

a

program.
approsed.
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•See Page 2A
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He11111111111111111NNIe. Tenn.. is a conle•tent for Miss MSU Scholarship Pageant She and

MAW ellellilmits afWIN% MiChelly Woods residents and handed out valentines and
guallp amp during amir =immunity service protect. Fifteen students are participat1111111111111.1111111M. which we be held April 1 at 7:30 p.m. at Lovett Audillfgrium.
—38
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Hickory Woods resident Dorothy Mateo (left) and Jenny Canaday a Murray State
University Senior, sit and chat Sunday at the retirement center Canaday. from

talks.] to spin
turn
Cheney
Harr
%Munition. an Austin atturnes
a is on stalk condition late
Sunda% in the interims e care unit
'
at a ( orras (
hf11,
4 I hospital
where he V.js flown Ater the
shooting late ‘saitintas afternoon
al the Artvistning Walsh.
Thc is i• pre,ith•nt s 'site,'

• 753•6111

ich,,„ther _

at

fie Place

—4.71.0446ara
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GREAT SAVINGS
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hied lest
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111*to
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•

414144414.41144

•
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Mslikaike. Fainter, 13. MS

Maw
alarm Pales DewIntent
•Someone CaneVda the
lo report a cnnertal mischief incident al 9:4e a.m Friday.
•A theft was reported at Daewoo at 12 01 pm Friday
• Lee Leamon was cited Friday for theft with the receipt of.
Mien arse card
*An aimed preecripbon was reported at Walgreens at 116 p.m
01011111111g. Jody Tucker, 29. of Murray. was arrested at 401 p m
Willa forged prescron.
•A IMO and forgery wets reported at 401 Elm St at 6 18 p.m

Quite A Show Place

St=rn

to Save-A-Lot's building was reported at 845 a.m
•
Sunday.
• Someone cwee into the station to report criminal mischief at
9.41 a.m Sunday.
— Information is obtained from reports. logs
and caseate from various agencies.

•Cold ...
From Front
reieake.
*the colder weather won't he
I illitlt1.11111C,
long.
here
according to the Natlona]
Weather Service in Paduyali.

Town Crier
NOTICE
• The Murray-Calloway
County Hospital Board of
Trustees nominating committee will meet at 4 p.m.
Tuesday to consider candidates for the board
•A meeting of the Weeks
Community Center Board of
Directors is scheduled for
noon on Wednesday in the
second-floor meeting room at
the center on Poplar Street
On the agenda for the meeting is a report on the new
parking lot a Red Cross mass
care shelter agreement and a
discussion of available space
MI Calloway County Fiscal
Courts regularly-scheduled
meeting has been changed
frorn 7 p.m on Feb 21 to 7
p m on Monday. Feb 27. by
order of Judge-Executive
Larry Elkins The location of
the meeting will remain at the
Weeks Community Center
•The Housing Authority of
of
Board
Murray
Commissioners will meet in
regular session on February
21 2006 at noon in the conference room of the Housing
Authority main office located
at 716 Nash Drive
•To report a Town Crier
item. call 753-1916

will t.linth into the so. h%
Tiiesdas and es en into thc hos
lea this week Fri.,' change Aill
abill hiving a • hank.t tit S101111%
Thursday
How es et ..1110thel 4:01,1 dOlok ii
is e yet.ledkl this A et:AC(1d
FOIFCCIISb todas noted shght
chances of light iam oi snow
frid.o with high temperatures
slipping hack into the .10s.

Forecast
tonight will he most]) clear
with lows in the upper 20»
will he mostl.
Tuesda
sunn% ith highs in the mid 50s.
followed h. pan' clouds skies
that night and lows in the upper
kirs

ERIC WALKERtedget IL Times Photo
The Home and Garden Show at the Regional Special Events Center Sunday brought people out to view Items to
make their homes and gardens a little more special

Two 'buddies' believed to set church tires

masers,

AP

Damage caused by a fire at Beaverton Freewill Baptist
Church is shown Sunday in Beaverton. Ala

vot•
DEMOCRAT
Don SEW
for SHERIFF
Who would you TRUST in making CRITICAL DECISIONS
involving Law Enforcement and Homeland Security
issues in CALLO WAY COUNTY/
Don has 30 years of Law Enforcement Experience.
of which 11-1/2 years were on the full-time
KENTUCKY STATE POLICE BOMB SQUAD

BIRMINGHAM. Ala. IAPI
In% estigators believe a pair of
men in their 20. or 30%.
-bosom huddles.- are responsible fix a string ol church fires in
rural Alabama. as authorities
confirmed the latest Kue at a
Baptist church was the kh case
of arson
The latest fire seserebt dam
aged Beasrrton Freewill Baptist
Church in northwest Alabama.
near the Mississippi line The
white. wood•trame church sat
about 1 54 / ,ards tit a m i t_lape
count load and had All .11:11111
steal that alerted officials to
the Nate
Its detuniel arson.- state
Tire marshal spokesman Ragan
Ingrain said 'lurid:1.s

Ire IllarNhjk are insestigai
ing whether the Saturday afternoon Niue was linked to the
other nine this month. which all
wertliwin the pre-dawn hours
Last week. Go'. Bob Riki said
the nine earlier church fires
appear linked
A federal inscstigator said
witness reports and hehaiioral
profilers led AU t hOrthe% to
heliese that tvo, white men were
responsible tor the fires
Witnesses said the. saw Iwo
men in a sport utilits %chide
near J number of the tires
teens
-The.•re not .ouths
prithals1.), ,44mletine in the 11
20. or tth Yoe helsese Melt 're
inseparable
much
prett
The 're minx-thing like bosom

buddies.- said Eric Kchn.
spokesman for the federal
Alcohol. fobacco. Firearms MI.'
es atzenc
Es!dense (tom one ot the ear
leer tires indicates the prrpett.,
tors 111.1 ha% e been briefly
trapped inside the building and
ma haw been hurl, said lin
Casanaugh. All- regional director
In% estigators 'lase said the.
don't know a moose. but there is
no racial pattern Foe of the
churches had white congregations and five Mack All were
Baptist. the dominant faith in the
region. and mostl% in isolated
countr) settings

Halle% said. hut this skeision
will put the three components
together.
"This will hnng it all together under one professional roof.Bailey said if you hase happy
doctors and happy staff. you
haYe satisfied patients Those
three things correlate...
Not long after starting in his
CEO role. Bailey met with hospital nurses and other staff members during multiple forums.
Kathy Wade. who has worked at
County.
Mum'.-Callow it)
Hospital tar 35 years. said
Bade was personable yet clear
with what he had to sa.
-I think we all had a .er.
good impression Yoe felt he was
feet:pine it) questions lk had
some hard questions thrown at
him and he was preto much to
the point with his answers.-

Wade. a patient representative.
said ol her business office colleague. "%e are looking forward to a good-working relationship with him Most of us in the
business office haw been here
for a long time and were looking tor someone who will he
open to our suggestions and
comments
When the hired him in
December. hoard members said
the. liked that Bade has successful histors ai non-profit hospitals in Tennessee. New York.
New Jerses and Florida and
wanted to he instil% ed in the
community Ali hen Bailey was in
Murray inter. tess mg, he said his
management style in%01%
budding a consensus and ha. ii!
open communication
A Cleseland. Ohio. nails,
Bailey has more than 30 years nil
healthcare esperienee. with hi
most recent poP being as pt-es
Jem and chief aditurnstrati‘e
'nicer at hwi Sanders Regional
Medic.at (*enter in Knoysille.
limn He worked in that capaciMjN
from Fehruar. 21X11
.N105 Between Ma% and comir
in Murray. he worked in consult

•CEO ...
From Front
percent bonus of
be earn a
base m. a score of titi will
result in an I percent award pa. 'tient. according to intomtanon
Bailey presented to employees
in the hospital newsletter
Likewise. it the hospital per
torms within at least 40 percent
01 its budget. emploces ss ill
receise an award worth .5 percent of their base salary. If
MCCH meets 100 percent of as
financial goal.. employees get
the full I percent incentive.
The hoard's personnel committee JIM I approved Bailey
request to implement employee
and plisician surses. Press
(iane. ssticijtCs already corn piles guest satisfaction data for
S1CCH Malt surses haw been
,14 one sporadx ahl in the past.

HE ROUTINELY DESTROYED and DEFUSED
• Old and new Explosives — Chemicals

)el.:Aed out 1 ,
\
orange ,V1ejlel
inten feu. Bailey said he
A de. Janet. are cyclic(' to he in a
oollege town He's aReads
attended seseral Murray Sot,
basketball games They are
Inktng forward to explonng the

• Military Explosives, Munitions, and Bombs
• Improvised Explosive Devices (IED)
• Booby Traps in Drug Labs and Marijuana Fields
• Motor Vehicles and Buildings Rigged with Explosives
Can the same STRESSFUL EXPERIENCES and ACTIONS be
applied to Don's opponents work record?

Share an
extra-large
steak with
two buffets
and two
potatoes!

Dedicated and Experienced

Please

VOTE for DON SENF
Paid for by

Don Sent

CONN yolk,
Vaisnalne•Day only
Laval two;whom pip

sasoies
no carryout paws*

Rd-Air (*enter • Murray • 753-0440

ii.
K
- there's still
illent to learn about the community
starting with the hospital After being out the job wit
quite a month. the CEO mid the
mien iew process pve him. a
reitipok. s
of the hospied.
Former
CFO
Joe
yShaughness, resigned in
klober after 20 months of leading a turn-around effort that was
net with some criticism
"You learn a lot about the
iirganization. You know going
thstattath the process you'll never
hiPli enough time to learn everyth
4 Bailey said of Interviewing in Dec:emher Hut he's learnt% quickly. "I am even more

combesil*atMeg bar sktem
+mks Ike isliirulis mod to
be tonsived."

lb

N muftiAI.

%terra, Ledger & Elam

Mesdiet. Vibram 11 lails•$4

Record snowfall blankets Northeast
NEM 1 OKA tAP.i
Rued
am* scrinabiallle doer slissIs.
and naseisis tasisied stepson
tried get home Masi, der
Neetheseitiat hem a wooed
heeskageteraie direped Owe
lasta Min at owe acmes the
INN* swam weer teeturleg paw Is ems timmish
et haus sal inieases lett se
gain up to SO
the dark.
wok imahad dews power lien
The eters blasketed the
Emmen Seaboard from North
Candies to Maim over die
wedutad. dropping 26.9 inches
the
of wow Casual Pat
record
since
amovrtall
hca*tere
ar
in I1169 The old
Vice President Deck Cheney, center. accepts a rifle from keeping began
record was 26.4 inches in
Natianal Piffle Associedon President Kayne Robinson, Ikcemher 1947. the National
right. end NRA Vice President Wayne R. LaPierre. after Weather Service said
concluding his keynote address to the 133rd annuanl
While the storm via% hid. it
NRA convonsion in this April 17. 2004 file photo in v.fluid has e been worst on a
eekday
Pittsburgh. Cheney accidentally shot and inured a man
'Mc headas he has been nun
during a weekend quail hunting trip in Texas. his spokesbecause it happened on a
woman said Sunday.
Sunda'. Wrathet Sers i.e meteucokittisi
Makin said. "II
1111111114 for a %Willi of
Wl*
this istegaismde."
in Fairfield. Conn . 1.4) 2
From Front
inches of mow fell Rahway.
Attorney 'doing fine' NJ.. got 27 itches. according to
lth Whittington And his wit,
unofficial observeticies reported
before returning to Washington
after shooting
to the National Weather Sen i.e
on Sunday (Ilene% "was
heihonews
Just west of Philadelphia. 21
pleased to see that he
alma Harty
inches ot snow werr recorded in
fine and in good pmts.- said
WHIlinglon wee
West Coln low tiship. the oser(lume) spokeswoman Ix:* Anne
secklenktig shot
age 515IW1.111 tor An entire Winter
Mcfin&
and wounded by
in Philadelphia is about 21 inchss, tit d
sent
Whittingtiin
Vice President
es
through a hospital °Metal that
Dick Cheraw rade
Children %% ere thrilled to dig
on a huneng try
he would hase no comment on
their sleds little used this
out
over the weekend
the incident out lit respest tot
14s

•Cheney ...

Cheney
Katharine Armstrong. the
the
ranch's owner. told
Associated Press that the ass
dent occurred utter Chenc%.
Whittington and another hunter
got out ol a car to shoot at a
coney ot goad
She said Whittington went to
retnese a hod he shot Cheney
and the third hunter. whom she
would not identity walked to

Another spot and di.cmered
second &NM) Of 4111411

cAnk: up
halhillillheirk! president and the
WhigielOn

tidier balm aid didn't stow
them or indica* to them or
said
himself.Announce
Armstrong. who was in the car.
-The %ice president didn't
ee him.- she said -The eine%
flushed And the '.ice president
pecked out J bird and was lol
lowing it And shot And by god.
Harr% was in the line ot tire and
pa peppered pretty good "
Armstrong said the shotgun
pellets broke the skin
"It knocked him silly But he
.as fine lk was talking His
eyes were open It didn't get in
his eyes or an%thing like that.
she said
The accident was not reported publicly Is% the %ice president's office tor nearly 24 hours.
and then only Atter it Nils reported by the Corpus Christi CallerTimes on its %eh site Sunday
McBride said the %ice president's oft ice did not tell
reporters about the accident
Saturday because they were
defemng to Armstrong to hal,
dk the Announcement of w hat
happened on her property
Armstrong said 10%er-sone at
the ranch was 50 -GIL used'. on
Whitungton's health Saturday
that it wasn't until Sunda% she
called the Caller-Tunes to report
the accident Her ranch is about
tit miles southwest of Corpus
Christi.
Sail'. Whittington told Ihe

%% WWI until 110%%
"We're hoping tot 415 days
till from school.- said 4-%ciu--o4d
Reagan Man/. playing in
Central Park with friends -We
could go sledding the w hole
time and not get bored
Philadelphia put'''. and
parochial classesuert'
‘14)
as wet. schools
nd.l.

Texas
Astie
I
Oat alf...0
0 Mem
TV=
SOURCE Esc'

throughout sentrat And northeast
Manta:id Men Van City

schools woe open. although
some in lam,Island and pro,ate
schools were closed
All three manor New York Kennedy.
area Airports

LaGuardia mid Newark — had
reopened with limited service
Mondry morning A Turkish
Airlines tlight skidded oft a runway at ISC11110 as It lallied
Sunday at 920 pm . but now of
the km passengers Was injured.
Sieve Coleman. a
said
spokesman for the Port
.Authonty ol slew York and \es.
Jerse
The airport closures and
grounded planes stranded trasel
cr. across the countrs About
k Al
7.500 people were
_Florida's Fort I Juderd4le
Unemotional
Holly wood
mite% e
Airport. spokesinot,
Belk-mt. said

Hal Levenson (above) blows snow from his driveway
Sunday to Newtown Pa A record-breaking storm buried
II•Ctions of the Northeast under more than 2 feet of snow
on Sunday. marooning thousands of air travelers and
making even a walk to the corner store treacherous
William Stern. 3. uses a broom (top photo) to help clear

Gadtei

Cities struggle to clear heavy snow

*4

'Hormone *CNA her father
Was being obsersed heeause iii
swelling from some of the Welts
on hi'. neck His face -Wks like
chicken pox. kind of.- she said
Emergency personnel travel-

pm EST
1 to 5
A dew er 111110 610 11
stream
12 to 17
iniessies a
snow storm. NM 18 at more
SOURCES Naomi Weeese

e

,•

AF

V10.4,•'•Uncliorrow

Available Anytime.

Nt:S• JI

can't esen get chise to there:
144, Maria Martinez. whose
flight twin SI taint Internal onol
Airport was canceled -Ike can't
c%en get to Philadelphia rir
DC
Some passengers also were
stranded on the Long Island Rail
Road. Where trains got stuck on
soca -co% ercd tracks.
said One- train was marooned

Mows
%tasty. Michael HLs, ;,
said 2.2111,
sell spreadertear the us - '•
sitivels

Fk said 2.9ou
Sanitation emplos
working in I2-how
tempisrary worker •
hired at Sin ush,

CI,

•1111114
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Accepting New Patients

kson Hewitt

LU.f11

diL1
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(erporation
Finance
flaw Loma•Tau •••••••11.•

AMPBELL REALTY
olh •
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Accumulation ending Suociay

THE CELLS THAT SELL!
Pal Cherry
Nos itt trws sc•

snow from his mother s car Sunday morning in East
Windsor. Conn.

imealallla%Wm

first so a hospital in Kings'.ilk
and then transferred to Corpus
Whittington has been a pn% ate practice :MIMIC) in Austin
since .ltrilt and has long been
anctise in Republi.on point,

Sunder/ morning s snowtai
leftlowns crippled by the
inserne mown Wan in by a
nor-eager.'Ms astern
threatened mead hooding
in New England

New York 26.11 inches
,Orola reCord set in 1047
--sz,c......).....,/
As 01
4 o iil EST

ing with Cheney tended to
Whittington hefore he was taken

g

.1

ge Fee

maw

Cataelh

I56.

for. Winter

Ear, Nose & Throat
sr Marra)
Phillip Klepper. I.Pi
-Hewing Ards -

Refrrrals fietpures1 -

Cal tor Appoinknont(270) 759-4811
0#611midoiglAteei Sone 304k. - %tunas. KA 121171

"Ear, Nose and Throat
Specialists

SCUM J. Rewilesid. D.O.
nowt! Certified EN1

Read A. hest M.D.

RECEIVE'10 OFF
for r%rrs 114•11 la‘ Clisbiltie•1 .4111
In a ciinrnt ilasItimer

krierwit h.

rind Finance t torisiir air
World( lass Loon
• Frei,Opole-illIpus.
Hon -Mort (flora td
sateirda% open Id I p in •later, Its Mpiallimmilif
1042 S. 12th St.• ‘Ittrra

you CAN'T BEAT
THIS DEAL!
0 ..4401.•
11
.

Mon., Feb. tr
dry
Mon.. Mardi 1:1•

Hoard Certified EVI

• Balance Disorders • Allergies • Facial Plastic Surgery
• Hair Transplant% • Full Range ot Ear. Nose & Throat
Toll Free 1-888-247-8103 or 270-247-8100

_

wirer*

1/2 lb.
BURGERS
only $350

Morgan-Haugh
GROUP
Mayfield, KY

• 270)753473S

Monday tttru Friday
11 a.m. - 2 p.m.

I
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Making Ky.
more
competitive
FRANKFORT - The Senate concentrated on bills makti4
Kentucky more competitive in both education and business_
Senate Bill 51 passed unanimously this week. This bill allows
teachers and school employees injured in .11 1
assault on the job to be absent from work
without kiss of benefits or leave time for J
Knott up to one year. l'nfonunately. school,
like other workplaces. have experienced
incffased violence. This is one way that we as
community and a state can help teachers and
school employees in difficult circumstances
As chaimun ot the Seriale Education
t'ommittee. I was pleased to pass out of coin
mince Senate Hill 130 in a bipartisan vote Sit
I ttt which I .11541 cosponsored has garnered
Report from wide %option trom the Council for
Education. the School Hoard
Frankfort Postsecondary
Association,
and
the Kentucky Chamber of
By Seri Ken
Commerce because of the progressive steps it
Winters
takes to prepare our students for higher educa
-Murray
non It requires that all grade I I public school
students take the ACT coltege entrance assess
OA\ 4:11114.4it ecani in the spring of 200,4 and then:atter and
le
the ACT to he included as part of CATS Education est-tens
testified that in states such as Colorado and Illinois %%here similar
legislation has passed. more high school seniors hate gone on to
colleges and unit cooties, This proposal, once passed hy the lull
Senate. will hopefully lay the groundwork for greater academic
achset einem tor our children..
Senate Hill 113 passed out of the Senate providing that it a person's street frank' or postal address changes. eten though they have
not physically mot et!, they would no longer hate to pay the $24) fee
tot a new driter• license this legislation frees people from got ernmeni red-tape
We also passed two hills that will help streamline business regulations, The cost ol doing business should he not he increased eten
mote than it is because of ewe...Re paperwork and burdensome
rules that often lack common-sense. These new ly passed hills help
acidic's, these prohlems.
'Thursday was declared "first Responders' Day." It is
ith much pride that the Senate passed a resolution honoring these
irate Melli and worimi Nilo are the first ones at a scene ready to
hely where most pe4bple are fleeing
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Our Elected Officials
U.S. Rep. Ed Whitfield (R-Ky.)
301 Caronlic,:-,i• umct, Building
www house.gov - whitheld

Washington. DC 20510
1-202-225-3115

U.S. Sen. Jim Bunning (R-Ky.)
137ARussell Senate Office Building Washington. DC 20510
wwwjim bunningObunning senate gov
1-202-224-4343

U.S. Sen. Mitch McConnell (R-Ky.)
361ARusSell- Senate Office Building
1-202-224-2541 ‘Washington a i

Washington, D.0 20510

State Rep. Melvin Henley (R-MurraY)
Room 329J. Capitol Annex
, • . '

Frankfort Ky 40601
1 -800-372-71 81
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State Sen. Ken Winters(R-Murray)
Frankfort, Ky 40601
3tfices Capitol Annex
)72-7181
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A Junior ACT
FRANKFORT It legislation in the
House and Senate here passes and becomes
law. Kentucky's high school rumors will
hate one More test 1‘ endure beginning in
2008
The hills require all I I th graders to take
the national ACT test in addition to the
state's CATS test. .
The ACT is used by
most public colleges and
unit ersities to determine
whether students hate
the ability to do collegeletel work. Many universities set a minimum
AC1 score tor admission.
The Senate legislaAgree Or
tion - Senate Hill 130
Not
By Todd Duvall was introduced by
Senate Matority Leader
Syndicated
Dan Kelly. It Columnist
Springfield. himself a
longtime critic of the
way Kentucky tests students to determine
how they are progrevsing toward the goal of
proficient.% Hut Kells sat s he does not
intend for the ACT to he a substitute tor the
CATS test.
Crider Kelly 's proposal. the runior-year
ACT test would he paid for by the state.
and its main use would lye to determine
what areas inch% idual students need help in
to import e their test scores in their senior
year to he able to get into a college or unit ersity.
The( twatiell on P.N..4..corbilir)
Education and the Kentucky School Hoards

Association has endorsed the idea
It has been 16 sears %Mee the Kentucky
Supreme Court ruled the entire public
school system in the state unconstitutional.
and the General Assembly reformed that
system from top to bottom - and raised
Wee% SI billion to pay tot it
Still far too nuns Kentucky high school
graduates who go on to college require
remedial courses before they are allowed
into higher education classes In 2002. 35
percent of college freshmen required risme
dial math classes, according to the CPT at
a cost of S24 million a year, a cost that the
stale and unit enatie• hate to pay
Kelly's hill is aimed at cutting that remediation cost hs identifying high school juniors in need of more math instruction betore
they graduate and go on to higher Cdeleahon. The ACT test in the 11th grade could
do Just that.
Kelly puts the cost of the statewide AC I
test at between SI million and $2 mtllion
The tee for the inch% ulna' test is $29.
Sly own experience with college Alm'.
.ions testing tour decades ago indicates
Kelly is correct I was inner a strong math
student. but I had one exemplary nuth
teacher for two high school classes When
my Mmor-year SA1 an alternate to the
ACT scores came hack. my math score
was substantially higher than my verbal So
I had a tery good idea where I needed to
work before the senior-year test was giten.
the one unit ersines would use to decide on
my admission Thus I was able to raise the
serbal score to the •:1111a: le%el as the math
-Another plus was that the 11th-grade test

pros hied aluahle practice in how to take
the important exam.
Another benefit to the early ACT test tot
Juniors might he that high svtinol students
who don't think in terms ot higher education in their future may learn that ills actually within their reach
And high school IUMOrs 111.1S take the
ACT test fie more senouslt than they now
take the CATS
lit fact. that has been one of the trustra
non. teacher's and school administrators
hate had with the C AIS test Since a student's score has no direct impact on the student hut on the school instead, there is no
incentite for iumors and seniors to do their
hest on the CATS test. High schools hate
been reduced to trying everything from
pt//a and pep rallies 10 pries in an effort to
m00% ate their 11th and 12th-grade students
I.. put their hest into the CATS exam
An ACT test, one that college Aimssioncrifficials will see and use in either
JeCeptIng or real:wig J stUdent, is an exam
students must take senously whether in
their tumor of senior year in high school.
Yes. Kentucky students are spending
kit of time etery year taking tests when
thes otherwise would be in the classroom
, low cock.
learning. But at a comparaucel!
the .-1(1 test to all Kentucky high school
)umors has the potential to become time
well spent out of class.
'oda flui gal is rthuirial pave editor for
The State Journal in I ranktort

Elk viewing stand challenge
spending
FRANKFORT. Ky.,t API -money on
Not everyone .hares Gm. Ernie
wildlife% iew
Fletcher •. affinity lot' wildlife
ing is all
lett mg stations
small dc'important
sated stands that he wants to
ins esunent ii
build on4uountamtops in eastKentucky
ern Kentucky so fieople can
tounsm.
watch elk grale
Hetcher's proposed $O milsaid the stations would
lion appropriation tor the stations has been the.' suhte.t 04
he key in
helping the
taunts hy some lawmakers Who
By Roger Alford
mountain
see them as pet protects that
AP Statehouse
region des el pale in comparison to other
Reporter
op a fledgling
needs the state now taces
termite into ads emote tourism
Rep. Mary Lou Marrian. DAlready. a steady flow of
1.ouiss the. said the state is
people are coming from across
scrounging to find money to
the state and nation tor outdoor
pay for health care initiatives.
recreational opponunmes in the
She raised the issue (4 the elklargely rural region. Among the
iewing stations in a committee
.key attractions. Mongiartio said.
meeting in which legislators
were discussing a lack of tund
is the largest elk herd east of the
Mississippi Riser and a growmg for Chiklhood health initu
Mrs
ing black hear population
The Kentucky Department
"To put an elk-stewing stand
for Fish and Wildlife Resources
in the budget to me is rust a terreturned elk to the mountains.
rible prilicy statement based on
The animals, which can grow to
what I think our priorities
KM pounds at maturity. had
should he.- Marnan said
been &Rai to extinction in the
Hut lot legislators represent
state hy over-hunting more than
mg Iwo% enshed coal counties.
a century ago. The hears. which
the slew mg stations are not
considered mit'al They see elk
also had succumbed to oter
watching as one part of an titer- hunting. ventured hack into the
state from Virginia and West
all initiative to holster a iounsm
Virginia ()ter the past decade
economy and create 'oh% tor
Those animals, plus an ahun
people in hurting communities
dance of deer, turkey and other
State Sen. Darnel
wild creatures, have become
Ailongiarckt. D-Harard said

Capitol
ideas

part of the selling point lot
ads emu!): tourism in
Appalachia
"I helicte it's going to he a
key part ol our et:000011i tUtUre
in eastern Kentucky.Mongurdo said, "We in eastern
Kentucky hate looked far and
wide for ph.. but %etc looked
so far we've not looked right
under our noses Adtenture
tourism is a key to our future It
we pass this P's. then we're
making a big mistake"
In 1997, state wildlife managers began reintroducing the
elk About 4.51X14.4 the animals
now lite on former mountain
top mine sites that hate been
replanted in % anous kinds ot
grasses the herd is expected to
number about fiCX10 by next
summer
"Many in the wildlife community hate encouraged
Gotemor Fletcher to support
this significant tourism protect
tor eastern Kentucky," said
Fletcher spokeswoman Jodi
Whitaker "It is important tel
note that the governor has done
so only with coal set erarkv
money -- MOM) dedicated to
the economit benefit ol coal
counties"
The Department of Fish arid
Wildlife Resources began issuing limited elk hunting permits.
thme.a melee*mew
three yaws later This yew

Kentucky wildlife officials
issued 41 hunting permits
allowing hunters to take 20
Male elk and 21 female elk
State parks hate begun offering elk lours tor Isitors to eastern Kentilik TheS generally
stew the animals Imm the windows of a bus (hhers ride allterrain %etudes along dirt roads
that were left alter mining operators pulled out, leasing a playgroomt of steep hanks and mud
holes tor riders along with spectacular %sews front the mountaintops.
Preston McLain, a member
ot the Harlan County Ridge
Runners. an AT\ club with
more than 500 members from
around the country, said elk are
a big reason for his group's
popularity.
Mongiardo said state and
local goternmems hate been
promoting the elk herd :Is a
tourist draw. and the people
who conic to see the animals
need % iew mg stands He said he
would like legislators from
other pans ol the state to take a
closer look at the tounsm almaIts es iitide.'rwts in the moon iii n.
unfortunate.' that thet
'not been to eastern Kentucky to
see the he-juts of these animals: he said "These people
just uninformed. and *sr.
Illiortunate --
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Dm Kays Farris
sal frays haw
Sas* hoglale itaust, blegow.died forkg.
Feb. 12. Mb.at 330 pies arbionteibrawy Coney Ralph&
J.H. Clumboll Fumed Haw is.demo atinamempos.
Mrs. Mils Coles Foster
Mrs. Mikis Coles Fodor. 90. Mons,dial today. bleaday. Feb
13. 300k at 12:10 am. at Wes View Nem* Hamm
J.H. Churchill Fhiwrod Home is 6chew ammapewases.
Mrs. Nis C. Alm
Mn. Veda C. Alm.85, Foryear, Tam.. disd fisearday, Feb. II.
2006.at 1:30 am. at Wan Mrs Nan* Home.libeway.
A haramasker. she was a auarber NIL S
agm
lic
blo
Chu
Hoe halm& Natal Altos. me diashilet.lake
nag me
basher. Waked Sambos.aU pessadod ber thade.Isla
29.
1920. she was the dwastwor at6,16e EX.Snakessidalc Weighs
Sanders.
Survivors iodide two dogibows. i Nibs while
harhamd.
krhood Mid.
Kenneth. Parsor. aad hks. Rho hompeas
HourI. am aas,ham Aliso sad wife. F.Paris.
area Mom
Mrs Cadados Gem Chewy and husband. Bill. Murray:,-a-la.
Dennis Harry, Sihealtial. Ma: 11 grandchildren: 11 pa-grandchildren
The funeral will he Tuesday at 2 p.m in the chapel of Miller
Funeral Home of Hanel Res Larry Jones will officiate Ronal will
follo% ill the Bethel Cemetery. Buchanan. Tenn.
Visitation will he at the funeral home Imps 5 to 14 pm oda%
Monday
Mrs. Amin IL Skoes,
Mn. As. M. Hundley. NO. Scarlet' Dnve. MUtTA%. died
Saturday. Feb. II. 2trks. at 5 p.m. at Weal View Nursing Home.
Murray.
A commercial arust. she was a member of Avondale t flaw
‘tethochst Church. Birmingham. Ala.
fler husband. Raymond C Hundley. preceded her in death Horn
Starch N. 1923. die was the daughter of the late Otto Richard
sellinan and Rosa &organ Selman.
Sums's.s include two daughters. Mrs. Janice ThotTIA%•Oil and
husband. John. Murray. and Mrs Rosemary Kauhn. Birmingham.
one sister. Mrs Mary Elitaheth Summer. San Diego. Calif.. tour
grandchildren. Res Hill Eike.. Knossille, knit. and Erich.
\lathe w and (h.trissc Kauhn. all ol Binningharn„fasla vemiramd,h t Wren
.1 gra.est& scrsite will be Wednesday at II am. at Forest Hill
Cemeter). Birmingham. Her grandson. Res. Bill Flies. will officiate.
Imes-Miller Funeral Home of Murray is in charge of arrange
merits. but no sisitation is schedukd
Expressions of sympathy ma) he made to Humane Society of
Calloway County. PT/ Bo% M. Murray. Ii4y: 42071.
WiNiam Henry (Ted) Crutcher
, led,( tUt.. her. 'it I. Old Salem Road. Muria%
died Friday. 1.4..b II1.-.2001). at II 15 p.m. at his home.
He had retired after 30 years of •Cri(ILV as adnunistratut of the
phs %real plant at Miami's State l'msersits lie
wa, 4 menther of Locust Grose Hapti.i(
where he was teacher ol the Adult Men's
Sunday school class.
Born Aug. IS. 1915. in Stewart Counis.
Tenn . he was the son of the late Henry Crutcher
and Hontas Wiggins Crutcher One .on. Darrel
Crutcher. one granddaughter. Alesha Moreland.
two sislCrs. Virginia Nolen and Vathe Outland.
and one brother. John Ruds Crutcher. all preceded him in death
Crutcher
Sursisors include his wife. Mrs Judell
Crotchet. to whom he was married April 19. 1941. in Dover. Tenn.
three daughter.. Mrs. Shities Jones and husband. Dorris. cadiz.
N% ingo. and Mrs. Helen
Mrs. Betts Moreland and husband. lids.
()'Cull and husband. Joe. MUtTa.% one son. Harrel Crutcher and
wife. Jean. Dry Ridge. four st.ter.. Mr. Annie 1olin. Masfickl.
Sir. Jannetta Nelson and Ms. Ruth Crutcher. both of Doter. Tenn .
and Mrs (dads. Whitford. Granite Cuts. Ill eight grandchildren.
Mame Jones and wife.(hers!. Shannon Jones And wife. Kim. linan
Moreland and wile. Debbie. Sonia SieClung and husband. Aaron.
Rickie Spann and wile. Chri.ne. VilIiann Jerems Spann. Becks
Bucick and husband. Hots, and Jamie %Annan and husband. Matt.
tine great-grandchild
The funeral will he Tue.das at 11 a.m in the chapel of J H
Churchill Funeral Home Dr. Joe O'Cull. Res Kerry famhen and
Res. Jett Elliott will officiate
Grandchildren will he actise pallbearers Honiwars pallbearers
will he members of Adult Men'. Sundas School Cla.. of Locum
• Grose Baptist Church. Burial will follow in the Murnis Memorial
iank•ns.
Visitation will he at the funeral home from .4 10 14 p.m todas
i\londas
Expressions of Ns mpaths nitas he made to Hospice of Mums
('allows County Hospital. N4)1 Poplar St . Murray. KY 42071 or in,
rhe Gideon. of Murras. Pt) Kos 911. Murras. KY 42071.
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Mrs. Emma Isis NNW
1.mma lima Muller. 92. Murray died SUIlda%. Feb. 12, 2006.
at 12 10 .1.111 at West VIC% Nursing Home. Mutras
She was a member of Glendak Road Church of Christ
Her husband. Benny Miller. and two brothers. John and ilIiaii
Newberry all preceded her in death Born March 20. 1413. she was
the daughter of the We SAM Nev.herr% and Lucs Robins..
\elabern
Sursisors include one duaghter. Mr.. Helen Mahon and husband.
B. Woodlawn. three sons. Thomas Miner. Clark.% ilk. Tenn
Robert Miller. Woodlaw n. Tenn . and Lester Miller. Cadii. three
ten. Mrs Norm Rosie and Mr. Beatrice Posner and husband.) 14
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searamilVs..4 Mrs. boa Wilson. Union City. Tenn.. tout graadchildram children. levee graw-aradrhoidnaa, 11 Imp spos-groodeld6ast
two graw-pamdchildren
The bawd will he Wednesday at 2 p.m in the Awe'of Collier.
Faroad Home, Bentcm Re% James Mekutney will officiate. Murial
Gardens
wa.lam 111 the Mewm
%Swim will be at the funend home after 'p m Tuesday.
Sadao ow that reeding keeps
Mrs. IMskie Garland
the mind
Give your brain a Woe,
The funeral tor Mrs MCI% le Garland was Sundas at 2p m in the
Subscribe loPas newspaper and expend
lurid of I H Churchill Funeral Home Re. %alums Cunningham
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two brothers. Silhuni Colson and Craws
all preceded her in death Born M.uch 24. 19 41.
Garland
in Tngs Count). she was the daughter ot the late
frank Colsorn and Alice Gamer C01%4 Al
Survivors include four daughters. Sirs (ienes a Earn. Atli hits.
hand. Gars. Mrs Jeanetta Redgenelh. Mrs f'arislyn t'aldwell and
Sirs Kiiii Hendon and husband. Roger. one .on. Timms Garland.
doecoion us mad•••• moons cr ainerm wawa raw an IliMr
ire doers Or wow rocas
and one si.tcr. Sirs Dean Dowitts and husband. Burl, all of
lo any
grandchildren. 14 great-grandchildren
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Mrs. Edwardine Henson
lie I uncial 101 MI, I dssai dine Henson w js Suniulas at I p ni in
the chapel of Collier funeral 11,,iitc, Rcrutai LCNIC B Ras oil ILlai
ed. Burial was in the t • mon Ridge Cemetery at Aurora
Mr. Henson. /17. Birch Street, Benton. died
Thur.das. 1-eh 9. 2006. at 6 40 p m .11
Britthas en of Kenton. Benton
111C1111V1
A homemaker. she *As
Fairdealing Church of Chnm
Piet eding her in death were her first hustsan,
her second hu.hand. Eine!,
1I
'Ara
Henson. and three brothers She was the d.
ter of the late Natter Price and Mar Sp
Price
Sins is ors include tour daughter.. Sin
Henson
Martha Henderson and Mrs Vianda Butler. hor
of Murray Sirs Mat) loft and husband. John. Harden. and Mi.
Wilma Willoughtis and husband. Don Benton. three sons. James
Ross and wile. Suk. Benton. Jimms Ross. Calscn City. and Junior
Ross and wile. Diane. Hardin. one sister. Mrs. Vera Nell It
Renton 21 grandchildren. .escr4- great-grandchildren. scs cm
great-great grandchildren. se'era! pear -great-great-grandchildren
Mrs. Barbara Freed'
funeral 10( Sirs liartoria Ihrench was utidas Monday m at II
I
am. in the chapel of J.H. Churchill Funeral Home. Dennis Norsell
officiate. Burial was in the Murras Memorial Gardens
Expressions of sympathy mas he nude to American
Society. c/o Pat Latimer. PO. Bo% IMO. Murray. KN. 421)Hospice of Murray -Calloway County Hospital. NO3 Poplar s
Murray. KY 42071.
Mrs. French, 67, Osborne Road. Haiel. died FntLis. Feb
2006. at 2'33 p m at her home
homemaker. she was J MeMhet of Callow as Count
Ii.'nicnmakcrs
Born Sept 7. 19311. in Cook County III.. she was the daughter of
the late Harold Burnham and S irgima Thompson Burnham
Sun i%ors include her husband. Beaufort, French. to whom
was married April It.. I qr.( I. nfl Chit ago. 111 . one daughter. Mrs Nish
Torsak. one .on, Stesen Eren.h and tan' grandchildren. Jessica and
lohn.ithan Torsak. All ol tirict
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1311 Johnson • Murray,KY
OFFICE MIMS

Monday, Wednesday
& Friday 9 a.m.-3 p.m.
•SERVICE & REPAIR ON ALL BRANDS
•FREE IN-HOME TESTING

Yeal&-ne
Serving You Since 11,42
Main Offke
91$ Broadway. Paducah. KY
u .114.1toncHearing.cosi
1311 Johnson • Murray. KY
270-7S3-1116.SN or Fall Free $01-773-4327
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OUR STAFF HAS OVER 100 YEARS COMBINED

EXPERIENCE IN MEETING HEARING NEEDS!

children it seems so••eas% to
as "I low %oti•
but as we get older.
time gets away from us.
This Nalentine's Da%
not onl% tell your sweetheart of
OtheN your Ins t' kit
N.our mother. father. sister or
brother. Gi‘e them a call.
send a card- just let them know
you care. Too often
we all %sail until
too late imil then we wish•• we
"I love sou.
could
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As we get older we have less time to
express our love to those we care about.

Investments Since 1854... Our best investment is you. I
STOCK MARKET REPORT
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111 North 4th St. • Murra%
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COMMUNITY
Maness
selected
Valentine
Queen

MMS PTO's playground
fundraiser now in progress

FBLA Officers Contribute Items

Myers) Ntiddk Scheel Intrs pieyieesed
feminine,-Mow isr hislise." lit see is
memo owl will aillisme these. Feb.
Immedreil pareset et the hoods eelIntl will p toward the priectiese et era
111111,11romd
thestime stay be tam as the settsol
sillee sr sallied to Murray Middlift
MI Main St.. Murray. KY 42071.

Felicia Maness was selected as the Valentine Queen ot.
the Preceptor Alpha Gamma
chapter of Beta Sigma Phi of
Mumiy. Maness is currently
sen mg as president of the chapter and has been actively
lyed Inc five years. She
1, married to Matthew Maness
And has two sons. Bailey and
Beau
Beta Sigma Phi is an-organ/.111011 tor women offering
friendship. personal deselopment and community service

le's
°sigma Skeptics Club to mast

Skeptics Club will meet Tuesday at 7 p.m
By Jo Burkeen
in the Ohio room of Murray State UniversiCommunity
ty Curris Center. A skeptics society video on
Editor
"Why People Behest in God- will be shown
This is open to all interested persons. For more information
sandygariarjuno.corn or call 759-4284.
•

TOPS special event planned
Murray Chapter of TOPS. 1616 will meet at University
Church of Christ. near Wal-Mart on Tuesday from 9 to 10
a.m. The program will he on "Hugs" Prues will be awarded
fore the Have a Heart contest and Valentine Card Making Contest "Pot '0 Gold" contest will begin Persons are to enter
on the side of the church where the carport is located. Visitors are welcome. For more information call Joyce at 761-1491
Of Afil!• at 435-44)54.

Pnoto providoci
Officers of Calloway County High School Chapter of Future Business Leaders of
America recently bought a computer desk, a lamp, and decorative mirror to donate to
the new Life House facility. Officers in charge of the protect were (from left) Cory
Clendenon, Leanne Linn. Jonathon Lewis, and Kyle McAllister.

'CPR for the Professional Rescuer' offered
The Calloway County Chapter of the American Red Cross
will otter "CPR for the Professional Rescuer" CPIUPR1on
Feb. 20 and 21 beginning at
5- p.m. each night.
The class will meet at the
George eak•Community Center Senior Cituen.• gym, locat.

INAS Soccer team plans promotion

Interested participants are
asked to pre-register pnor to
the class at the Red Cross
office in the Weak'. Center during regular business hours of
8 a.m. to 4:30 p.m.. Monday
through Thursday
For more information call
751-1421.

ed on first floor of the center
at 607 Poplar St.. Murray
This is a prerequisite for
man) health professionals.
including um% ersity students
eritenng the nursing program
('ourse fee is $50 which
include. all hooks and minim -

Skill-A-Thon team places in competition

Felicia Maness

Learning new things about
animals interesting to you.
the Lisestock and 4-H SkillA-Thon teams might he the
right actis its tor sou. There
are numerous components to
the program including breeds.
external and internal pans.
teedstutts. meat cuts es:du:loon of has And meats. and
t'alculatum,

a
Theatres
1008 Chestnut St
NO CHECKS
SCHEDU,E Ciao: HR FEE .E
SHOWTIMES BEFORE6PM
ON SAT &SUN ONLY

Curious George
G - 6:40 - 8:40
Final Destination 3
H- 7:35 - 9:35
When A Stranger Calls
P613- 7:25 - 9:25
The Pink Panther
PG - 7:15 - 9:20

---owing
by Steven
94,./
Rods
• Custom Bedding
• I pholnier.x • Accessories
• lksign Service
• Custom Blinds Available

• )1.11.t.E.% • Spy. wits

Firewall
/
PG13 - 7:30 - 9:40
Underworld

Any Than 1.0010
Fabric., Includasa

Nanny McPhee

PG - 6:50

15% OFF
I.

Big Momma's House 2
13(;13 - 7:05 -9:15

ust om Aisrigarr Trimmest,
dered in the ‘Ionth

,krim.i?
CALL .01 APPOINTMENT

270-753-6361

DRY EYES?
Tve, burning red eye
'Contacts too dry')
New procedure relieves dryness
without drops or medicine and is
covered by most health kustrance.
Dow k &Om.A 41471•110• .ear
Fa.eloye,.:"......0t

"1 really
enjoy the

ri

I o• rmat:
said Kelsey
Watson.
sophomore
at Calloway
Count)
High
School I
like the
Extension
was we
Notes
learn and
0,
gain knowledge of ani- Ginny Harper
mals that
Calloway
we can
County Agent
appls to our for 4-FINduth
1-ti and
Development
FEA Protects
The tallow:is Counts
Teams placed first, fourth
and third in regional competition and the seniors will
compete at the Kentucks
State Fair in August for the
Western Region of the state
Cassie Hendon was first
place senior nubs tdual at the
western Regional Esent ssith
lielses Watson placing second.
The Uallowas team of
liend4 M. Watson. Matt Chad w KA and kasla Duncan
were the first senior team
The Intermediate Team ot
mho- Eldridge. McIX as Ion
Ashleigh Kentucky
and Morgan Williams placed
fourth in team competition.
The Young Junior team of
Megan Harper. Tara Garland.
Audree Harper and Jacob
Reynolds placed third in
their di'. ision.
Upcoming events:

•

Pt

•

9:3o

p.m.

II 4-H Communication'.
Day Practice will he
Wednesday and Feb. 22 and
March I at the Calloway
Public Library from 3:30 to
5 p.m. Sharon Siehold is the
communication coach. Call
her at 751-6487 with questions. The competition will
he March 4 at 3:30 p.m. at
Westside Baptist Church

I've been helping your
neighbors for five years
why not you?

•

•

0% oft
hp
coupon
envcoos
expwirs Tuns 214

Sun., Nlon., & Tues.
after 3:3() p.m.,
enioy our special decor with
candlelight, roses 81 balloons
for Valentine's Day.

All YOU CAN EAT BUFFET

with grill & sushi

CIPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK!
Mos •Thurs 1830 Lat.-1011 pa • Fri & Sat 10:30i.a..11:00 p.m
sun Ialearn 10-011;•m
11.0470 OUT r.ees Day
pa PAM Nimlist wilt)!simiseClems

-

638 5. 12th St Munn kl thrl limiter Offer Dere k (oriel
-A
270-753-3788

ARBONNE
INTERNATIONAL
Care

Produets
nuleiii rh- '11.S

Everyone Deserves Beautiful,
Healthier & Younger Looking Skin!

Al-Anon meting Tuesday
..
ArAm, will meet 1

p m at First United
Methodist Church Please enter troth the southsitk rear door
located near the playground The only requirement is that there
he a problem of alcoholism or addiction in a relanse or friend

TKOS Group will meet
THEOS (they help each other spiritually i Group. a hereavement support group lor persons who have lost their spouses
to death, will meet Tuesday at 2 p m. in the annex of Calloway Public library Lillian Steele will present a program on
"Putting Broken Hearts Back together Again " For more inlor
mation call Steele at 753-2875 Of Opal Howard at 76; I9.is

Dexter town meeting Tuesday
Dexter town meeting will be Tuesday at 6 p.m at the Des
ter community center. A potluck meeting will he served. Some
of the local candidates will he speaking All Dexter area residents are insited

CMS Skate Night planned
Calloway County Middle School will haw a skate night
fundraiser for the ('('MS Speech Team on Tuesday from 6:30
to 8.30 p.m at Circus Skate in Murray. All students are insited

Eastern Star plans events
Murray Star Chapter No. 433 Order of the Eastern Star will
have a potluck supper at 6:30 p.m. followed by an initiation
7:30 p.m. Nancy Manning, worthy matron. urges all members
to attend.

Alzheimer's Group will meet
AlTheutter Support Group will Meet I uesday at 4:341 p
in the board room of Murray -Calloway County Hospital For
information call Cindy Ragsdale. 1. S.% at 762-1108

'Doctor with` a Heart Day' Thursday

Charm Her

rain end elbow me the ermiege to shoe how ,',vies
besed sbn ore otoducts & cosmencsimN morose Ku slur
would love to show you how to get

This Valentine's Day \*

35% OFF ever,

ill

FREE

,rig. Otis any one
product of your choice Our 25 year
id company makes over 300 natural he.afth & beauty products
"at are unparalleled in quality, safety, value, benefits & RESULTS
(ti,, k

^

u,uniy • kcia?
Lae team captains will meet
today at the Weak'. Community Center. 607 Poplar St . !Murray Information tables will he set up by 5:15 p.m. Team captain. will meet from h to 7 p.m. WOW Lodge 827 team will
fuse a "Sweets for your Sweetheart" hake sale set up at the
meeting Kenlake/Kroger team will base stuffed hears on sale.
For more information check the wetwitc. ssww.callowayrelay.
forlife org

•

PriMOOPI SIA1O Milli

Murray Singles iSOS) will meet Tuesday at 7 p.m in the
antics of Calloway Public Library This is open to all singles
For information call Mike at "so 1 180 or Pat at 489-2909

Team captains will meet

(111%1M 111-.N1 11 Ri‘l

7d.rmia1ihe
.
fwviny
,
9,011 aryl riritzt.
rpe(.ial Tf)rmeon('

Singles will meet Tuesday

North Elementary School Site-based Ikcision Making tinin I N ill Meet today at 5 p.m. in the faculty lounge

Doctor of Chiropractic

,

Calloway County Family Resource Center has issued an
angel alert for a car for a family of four to drive to and from
work. They have two children Also another need is an (lei
in.. suite for a family. Anyone having a car or stose to donate
is asked to call the center at 762-7333.

North Council will meet

Jon Wuest

/Woo

Another Angel Alert eased

"I Xit. tot with J Heart Day - will he held Ihursdas ii thc
lieskett Chiropractic Clinic on Ky. Hwy. 121 By-pass, Murray All
sers tees will be complimentary on that day for a donation of
two bags of non-perishable groceries for Need Line Items can
he brought to the office now through Thursday For more
information or to make an appointment. call 759-1116

It's Time To Stop Hurting!

Eyecare Specialties
it )14

• An orgampoonal riscc
mg of the 4-1-f 'Horse Bow I
and Horse Judging Teams
p.m
Will he today at S
at the Equine building of
Murray State l'iusersity All
interested youth are welcome
Youth do not have to have a
horse to participate in howls
or Judging.
•Calloway County Middle After School Alierschool
program is meeting today
because of Valentine's day
on Tuesday.
• Murray Middle School
Lock In will he Unitas at
is:30 pm. at 1.cmc Oak Hap•
list (lurch. The group will
lease the Extension office at
5 p.m. and return at 7 a.m.
•('ourury ham participants will meet at Broadbent's to begin curing their
countrs hams on Feb 21)
III arm Those that want to
carpool will lease the Extension office at 9 a.m.
• State Leaders' Forum
will he Feb. 24-25 in Lexington. Calloway County has
25 individuals attending.
•4-H Youth interested in
the 4-H Capitol Experience
on March 9 must call to
sign up hs Feb. 23. We will
lease at 5 a.m. and return at

Murray Middle School Girls' Soccer Team will have a rebate
day today from 11 a.m. to 9 p.m at Sirloin Stockade. Customers are asked to tell the cashier they are there for the
team
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Lee Jewelry Artisans

Tiffany Hjerpe,RN
ruiriw vorte Tit(

‘ianarrr kit 5011.MO. Irian ,.

"When- your ideas turn to ,gold.
University Squaw,• MS-0 North 12th • Murray • 75-1141

(270) 226-9501
•

Cattmorn
Beginning
Wee Care Center Hears Special Program
computer
class is
scheduled

Ildimedey. Ilaiewery13.Mee• TA

Mrarrey Leaps-•ruses

1

0
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Mr. and Mrs. Keel
•Abbx Felix and Matthew Keel were married Tuesday. Sept
2005. in Fort Walton Beach. Ha
MC bride is the daughter ot Russell and 1-1•4 Felix of Fairiteld.
The groom is the son of Jim and Leva Keel of Coppell.
texas. and Greg and Paula Chandler of Murray
The ceremony took place lust prior to sunset before a
...ithenng of tamily
Vows and rings Mere exchanged beneath an arch decorated
.ith flowers. flanked bx tiki torches and small palm trees
Alison Leather.. sister of the hnde wj• maid of honor and
11011i Aaughan was bridesmaid The are both from Fairfield
Serving as hest man was the groom's father
Musk was prosided hx hlth Link. cellist
-% dinner and rexeption sotto% ed at Angler's Beachside
Foil Nation
Following J tumexmoon in Amelia Island. Hr . the .ouple
s residing in Antioch. lenn

Alpha Department

C•

The Center for Continuing
lithication is cursently takuig
repstratians tir the Nos-credit claw GM* Sinned with
Conminners. h aapse $0o du
public Ind desigmed so help
begiumhig mew became
nese eadident with inpmant
everyday oesepwier
ikons
The comae is dsaiped so
help WM wreilkiarce tar bogienen wile Ilide or no experience. A varbety at sows will
be dammed. wig *heed
technology ad the leatiews
°Pawing miens. Aive piercoats we leers ihe Macs of
compeer map aid isnaimology la this laid hack. swalessdrt vein come.
The cies wal asere km int
consecutive Tumidity; Imo -6
to 8 p.m on Feb. 21 mid 211
and March 7 It will sot in
room 209 of the Colhes lodestr and Technology WM*
on the Murray State campus
Space is limited and pre
registration is required. Fix
more information. or to
ter. contact the center at 762.1659 or 1-800-669-7654. ext
Imo

Birth
Announcement
Brinley Marie
Winchester
Mr. and Mrs Orson Charles
Winchester of Murtax are the
p.urius of a daughter. finnlex
Mane Winchester. horn on Sun
dax. Feb. 5. 2006. at 1.50 p.m
at Murray-Calkiway Count
Hospital
The babx weighed
pounds
'
7 Ininces and measured 20
inches The mother is the tormer Lisa Mane Ross
Grandparents are Robert and
Laura Ross of Dexter and Laura
Winchester of MUrrily

!,,stwuvroscr
Preschoolers at West Care Child Development Center heard a program on the Statue
of Liberty and games and lesson by Liberty Tax Service. Pre-1 group (top picture front
left in front) Riley Williams. Austin Collie. Amertri Williams. Korey Knight. Alexia Wylie.
Jaylon Yarbrough. (back) Jobe Smith, Amanda Hogg. Keegan Duvall and Allies
Liberty.. Pre-K group (bottom photo from left in front) Alex Shultz. Ian Jett. Levi
Robertson. Chase Spencer.(back)Audrey Sinclair. Reagan Perry. -Miss Liberty.. Mary
Klaus. 'vette Pacheco. Kyndra Bray, Rena Poyner and Dereios Stribling

CUBS meeting scheduled for Feb. 22

X

The next CI'BS meeting will
he Fell 22 at noon at ()lendale Road Church of Chris' in
Murrax Lunch will he pro.ided fix the Callow as County
Alliance for Substance Abuse
Presention Dnnks will he pro-sided ti) the Murray Ledger
& Times.
Holly Hooper. project director. KY Alliance for Drug
Endangered Children will present- A Cooperative Approach for
helping Drug Endangered Children
This will he A %cry imporlAIll meeting/training that eserx
one should attend, as it is an
issue that affects eseryone
Hooper has a bachelor
degree in Inch% idual and FamMasily Des elopment and

Ile

PtIotos provideo
Pictured judging entries
of short stories and poetry by young authors at
the January meeting of
the Alpha Department of
the Murray Woman s Club
were (from left seated)
Linda Patterson. Brenda
Call. Judy Darnell. Linda
Feltner. Marlene Beach.
(standing) Claire Resig
and Sue Smith. Pictured
(bottom) is Effie Kemp.
hostess. The next department meeting will be
Saturday at 9:30 a.m

nibs

Ladies of the Oaks
The ladies of the Oaks Countr Club will play Bridge on
15 a.m at the club house
Wednesdax at
Sersmg as hostess will he Shirkx Jenstrom. phone 759465x Members are a.l.ral to call Jenstrom to sign-up or to
cancel plax
Bridge winners at plax on Feb tl were Lou Ann Philpot.
first and Shirkx Jenstrom. second Janet Kirk served a. host-

TO PLACE
AN AD IN
THE

ter. Degree in Rehabilitation
Counseling
A local Drug Endangered
f'hildren'• Coahrion Meeting
will follow the CUBS meet
ing for those who wish to
it,
the presentation.
DM'
annouivernents will he taken for
r handout onlx
(Irllups
are asked submit
10
announcements
Jinx
mhan sett 4,callow ay. k 11 l. us
bx Feb 1 7 Groups are also
welcome to bring any handouts x on wish to the meeting.
Regular attendance is 100 peril*.
Mae. limpet is encouraging permit% to wadi a special

presentation on 11
4E1 on
/
Methamphetamine and Drug
Endangered Children on Feb
20 at 7 pm

VALEN1!NE

•,.f*

0Pier1 imports I

Lilitiu&IttEs
CALL 753-1916

Save your face.

TOM'S GRILLE

Be Through With Chew.

CS%

r
NIL POSTMAN_
For All Your Shipping Needs

• UPS • FEDEX • DNL
• POSTAL •
LiiLl Same Shipping & Packaging,
#t Ebes/Pacicing Stipples,
i
t
mailbox Rentals, Copes,
Foes & Notary

F 01 more information .ori
tact I fined V. tunic or lkwinr
Fienkitln "N; ")14homeiiir
293-$7x0 cll

.

Pay
Specials

S
Valentine'

Oral cancer
STRIKES
quickly and
KILLS
quickly.
Yee can goat. We cue help.
FREE Service

I -Ill \ 1

M=1
12 oz Prime Rib
Irt

Ibis. Vie Moos, SIN.461
erai mat mow as ohs, pm.
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OMR /NI ow.

$15"

KABOB TRIO
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th• ir14,

Opeaseced
PE NNE CARSONARA
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Behind Sirloin Stockade
Murray • 753-8400
www.mrpostman-murray.corn
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Open: Mon - Fn 8 am - 7 pm
Sat 8:30 am - 3:30 pm

QUITUNE
soo-oun NOW
Join the Great American Spit Out
February 16. 2006
hew bleck • February 12-18. 201lb
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FARM
'Bluegrass and Backroads'
program to feature MSU rodeo

Kentucky Grown

An upcoming edition of the weekly. 30-attorle
ides isiou program. Isentik ky F.S1111 Bureciu's
Bluegrass and Backroads- will feature a sevenminute segment on the rodeo program at Murray
'slate I ill‘ev.10,
nu. Nrucular episode can he seen on WPSD

TV. Paducah (channel to at 5 am. on Saturday
The show, can also be seen on satellite *ley)
sion on RFD-TV at 1 p.m. Wednesday and repeats
at 3 a.m. on Thursday (DinicTV channel 379. and
on DISH Networt at 9409)

Ford hybrid runs on ethanol
WASHINGIoN
,k1sed deeply into hybrid %chi- eign oil and cutting greenhouse
Ford Motor Co.. extending its cks. In 2004. it intrOduced the gas emissions But critics say
push into hybrid technolop, first hybrid sport utility vehicle,. the hid is a waste 01$ t billion a
said it was the first automaker to the Escape Hybrid, and is year in mace and federal subsidevelop a hybrid research vehi- expected to produce 250.000 dies and question whether
cle capable of running on hybrids a year by the end of the ethanol takes more energy to
make than it produces
decade
ethanol-based fuels
Ford said the technology
The nation's No 2 automaker
Ford was unveiling the
Lwarie Hybrid F.85 Wore Jour - plans to produce 250.(100 offers real potential. estimating
MIN. at the Washington Auto ethanol-capable %chicles this that oil imports could he reduced
Slow The vehiele combines year. including the Ford F-150 by about 140 million barrels a
hybrid-electric power with the pickup truck. Ford Crown year if 5 percent of the U S
capability ofopera*onannx- Victoria sedan. the Maeury vehicle fleet were powered hy
mire of 15 pawed paohae and (rand Marquis and the Lincoln hybrids using the Eri5 ethanol
fuel instead of gasoline
85 percent ethanol a coni-based 1 ow ti Car
The auh8naker said ethanolBacker. of ethanol say it's a
addnise
-This innoyati.c research dean-bunting fuel that helps fueled hybrids could also help
program could lead to break- Midwest fanners while reducing reduce greenhouse gas emo%ions
• qt..dependence on for
through.. to significantly reduce th,
our nation's dependence on
imported oil while also helping
to address global climate
change.- said Anne Ste% ens.
Ford's executive vice president
and chief operating officer for
the Americas
al11.1111101•4111P
ar
Ns VD a effaryfine
Watiatais Nut* Pliassim ane, flo.•
Ford. which outlined a Mapt
4r1 woe* to .30 11. MIMI*swim
Mad Ammo we carve
or
lrovise
restructunng plan Monday that
110filleuless issew woo pens The
would cut up to 30.000 jolts and
tillipinvasia or
Shea. Crouse
close 14 plants by 2012. has
„.
no c.c. Lowry Ones
Murray. KY 42071
Of THI SORLD
'
270-753-4741
111111111ANCE soarn
vuta4sb.4
colt 270-293-7197

How
ANNIrrry?

Farm Bureau and Kentucky commodity associations provided a basket full of
Kentucky grown and packaged products for all 138 members of the Kentucky
General Assembly and Constitutional Officers, in Frankfort Rep. Melvin Henley
and his wife, Rita. are pictured with Cathy Pleasants. Chair of the State Farm
Bureau Women's Committee. The baskets were presented in celebration of Food
Check-Out Day - the date the average American earns enough income to pay for
his/her annual food supply.

TURING?

3.85%

tWO D1 1 1

Soybean rust watch to change
OWENSBORO. IS)
Lessons learned in 21)05 are
resulting in some changes to
how researchers plan to watch
tor the potential alma! of Asian
soybean rust in Kentucky during
2006
"Last year most in our activity was done in the field by
W41111%.- said Diat Hershman.
University 61 Kentucky College
ot Agriculture plant pathologist.
"This scat. MOIC ,v1 tht. w ork
will take place in the laboratory
'Scientists in the Deep South
found that it is nearly impossihle
to find low les els of soybean
rust in the lower canopy by field
scouting. he said 'I ,ant do it.
and t-N. the MIK' !.t/1114.1:111 to We
rust, it is tott late to get complete
control with a fungicide What
they tumid is that to detect 'the
levels to make eflective fungi
cide treatment.. requires incubation 14.11..wed hy Mleft ts optk
obser ation
Last %ear, there v.as an extol
sive network of sentinel plots
across the United States and
Canada. These plots were plant
ed early using '.drying soybean
maturity dates, then were scouted extensicely in an effort to
watch tor the disease There
were ;7 .4). bean plots in
Kentucky along with several
kudiu plot.
The number of plots will he
reduced this year because it was
determined a better !oh ul gathenng data could he clone with
fewer plot. I S Department of
Agneultine.Risk Management
;gem) and soy heart checkoff
us uses aft' being used to 11.,
the plots Hershman is the
em coordinator for the National
Sentinel Network
There will he 20 plots in
Kentucky. each containing an

71117fifft

• Mb AM • Ill • MI • MD
• =I MK • III • • IM

W••1111,"

Hwy. 45 N
Mayfield
View Our
Lntire Inventory at
www.
hennettmotorsinc
.com

early and late \ alle to avoid
maturing before the main soybean production •CWSOM Is an full
swing. Greater reliance Isli
microscopic otwen anon in the
laboratory and DNA and anti• • r),.
body testing. when
will he done inery other week
until plants flower and weekly
once flowering begins
This is the efficient way to do
it and is sustainable. Hershman
tailed
One of reasons tor tuning
sentinel plots is to detect soy bean rust before it gets inio commercial fields This gives producers. time to treat their fields
to stave off the disease
Hershman said 2005 research
has shown that producers will
have slightly 111110re time to pray
their crops and keep them from
tieing .e.crely damaged than
lint thought
There isa three-week to fourweek period when the disease is
getting established in the canopy
hclore, it enters the "explosive"
stape-iintivouses ex tenso e damage.
I you have more
The point ,
than one day to get effective
control." he said.
Kentucky will continue to
participate in a separate spore
trapping network. hut Hershman
said it is important to understand
that the system currently can
only determine it rust-like
spores have heen detected hut
not whether It is the ..0y bean rust
fungus. Se% cral spore. were
detected in Kennieky but actual
soybean rust was found only in

omit-

10.CanOn

klAtlin

In

ii

KentUCk

Caldwell County in

member_
this tells me is that
relationship between
re is
these tints and what we can
expect to see in the soybean
crop.; be said
'wos when they &ad so
bean rust in southern areas, it
was 35 days to 75 days before it
showed up in any fields. So my
recommendation is to ignore
this information this year. I'm
not say mg that at some point this
won't he valuable intiirmation,
and fni going to continue to do

go

111

the ,% i). Iwo. three. 10 years
from now we may have some
very specific information as we
team more about the disease I
think for now. the chances of
being able to tell you what any
spore trap intormation means is
nest to zero Cenainly. du not
use it for making an fungicide
treatments
The prognosis for soybean
rust in 200h is uncertain One
big difference is. unlike 2004
2005 when %cry little of the di,
ease was a‘ aitahk lof ,o.C1114111
tenng. this v. inter sos bean rust
is still being lound on latcliu

GE Profile Stainless
Interior Dishwasher
-We Service Most Brands

MURRAY
APPLIANCE

kitchen(.trunter lop'. — Fireplacc% — Bathroom%

tTn
lam 121 S • Mut-

NATURAL — ENGINEERED STONE
KITCHEN — BATH
Oyer 80 Granite Slabs In Stock • 20.000 sq If. Tilt In Stock
spy, Ptill://4. 1/1 AIN hell 4ounh., lop, , ui thaped & p.sis it,
r, •

01,/ VP( I die ilif•M• •

753-8087 • 293-7092•jhamilton@mchsi.com

The Fight Agaisst Plaque,
Tarter and Gingivitis in your Pet.

JODI Us In

(all our veterinars hospital today to
make your appointment for a free
dental checkup. We want your pet to
enjoy a lifetime of sparkling smiles.

\ >IP\

PET D1\TA

Roll-off Containers Available

KEY AUTO PARTS

1850 HWY. 121 SOUTH • 753-5562

PRE-SEASON CHECK-UP ON:
John Deere, Husqvarna. Scag. Snapper, Ferris
Good thru March 15. 2006

PUSH MOWERS
Clean Air Filter
Check Firing
Check 8 Adiust Carburetor
Sharpen Blade
Change Oil
New Spark Plug
Grease 8 Lube where needed

Cheek Finng
Chaska Adiust Carburetor
Check eft & Pulleys
Sharpen Skids
Chang,OB.ammo & Lube
New Sprk Map
Check Baia/
Check Air Pressure
Check Air RINK

$49911
FREE pick-up & delivery
within 5 miles

All For Only

S1199111
FREE pick-up & (*thirty
within 5 miles

LAWN & GARDEN TRACTORS
Chan.ON & Flax S notalaci
Gleam & Lube
Now ellallt Plug
Climb Befesty
Chedt **Pressure
Chen Alr Filar
Sharpen Mad
Chock Sells & Pulleys
Chsdt & Adital Carburetor
Check Firkg

MtRititY ANIMAL

wNetsprrAL
& FiET 1-ityrEL

-1s0,1Pri
Ching.ON & Filte•
Owen & Lute
Now SPirlt Rug
Check Sallery
Check Air Pressure
Clean Ns RI*
Shuman elide
Check Bells & Pulleys
Chedt & Adlusl Calton*
Check Firing

All For Only

sigisiss
FREE pock-up & delivery
within 5 miles

All For Only

$149911
FREE pick-up a delivery
within 5 miles

•
•

P 1 1I • 11ar•io VW•rri f) t'
Rd • Murray • 753-2051
farm
10101(olletr
, ,'T

HEALTH \10\TH • FER‘.

)
(any Additional Parts & Labor At Additional Coda.

Murray Home & Auto
Outdoor Division
753-2571

1-800-363-4720

All For Only

ZERO TURN

1)id y ou know that oral disease Is the
most prevalent disease in adult ',As?
In fact, fitr; of dogs and 73% of cab
.'u'.-em age three have some form of oral
disease! And research shows that
plague is the pnmary- cause of pert•
mr. xitintal disease
During National Pet Dental Month our
veterinary hospital will be working
hard to change those statistics.

Scrap Metal - Aluminum Cans • Scrap Cars
'Will pick up cars

REAR ENGINE RIDERS & TILLERS

212 Eclat Moen St • 753-1586

'sit

BUYING

Hours Mon -Fri 7-30-5-00
.firtaigki#401111._fet

Chestnut St.
°mai

SIATION

MON1)41

SPORTS

/11111 tK 11 UK

RACER HOOPS

Orr rows Racers' boat
Sophomore
paces MSU with
double-double to
conclude 'Death
Valley' trip
Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
hy
SOREHEAD
With the help ot Justin
and a huge second-halt I L
the !Murray State Raier•
shook oft a sluggish Stan tu.
down lowly
Morehead
State 71-56
in ()hit) Valley Confer
enee
SaturL1
night
oh n
Arena
The red
hot Racers
_2
lb- 5.
ha%e
moss
Non
cight
straight
games ;mkt 4:urrenoly sit two
games ahead of second-place
Samford 116-7. 12-4) — a
74-611 overtime loner at Austin
Peay Saturday night - in
the loss column 141th Just
three league games to play
11 it can hold on to that lead
through next week. Murray
State will earn its first league
regular-season championship
since 2000
Murray - which has now
won sis straight ii.er the
Eagles. including three in a
manrow at Morehead
aged to hit ;um eight of its
I rst 28 shots. carrying oal
a 27-23 lewd iaw.
time tweak But On and the
Racer offense heated up in
the final 20 minutes. using
a 24-5 run in the early nun
utes of the second half to
put the game out of the
Fatties" reach Murray shot
41, percent I 1 1-01 24i in ill(
second stan/a to finish
of 52 on int.
I percent
•See RACERS Page 28

71

Terri
MICHAEL Diuweteepor
Lady Laker senior guard Chelsea Morris drives to the
basket past Graves County's Amanda Clapp in the
first quarter Saturday Morris had 14 points to help
lead Calloway to a victory over the Lady Eagles

Saturday
Night Fever

56

Lady Lakers use emotional high
to post win over Graves County
By MICHAEL DANN
Spods Writer
If there was CN et r poster
child needed to depict a
ern day version of Dr. Jekyll
and Mr Hyde. the Calloway
County girls . basketball team
wouldn•t hose to go through
the inter'. mess mice.%
The grab-hag icam or Inc
First Region showed Saturdas

night that it thch: us dm:, it kith
to the 100110111 sit peaking at the
right time. the 1-ady Laker,
are ready to f-low then
vitke
Behind the ime-twi punt r.
sit Kay ('unninghAin and
t'alkiwas
Morns
l'helsea
County knocked oft Graves
Counts ch

at

Jeirfr%

•See UPSET Page 28

'makers suffer
loss
home
rare
reaker
heartb
Lady Racers lose
CCHS falls to Graves for second
Murray State center Charles Johnson tries to block the shot of Morehead State's
Stan Januska during Saturday's OVC action at Morehead's Johnson Arena. The
Racers won for the eighth straight time, defeating the Eagles 71-56

MOREHEAD STATE 71, MURRAY STATE 69

Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
,1shley Brooke
MOREHE.AD. Ky
Hayes game-tying puthack attempt at
the final hurter fell harmlessly off the
rim as the Murray State Lady Racers
fell to Ohio Valley Conference nVal
Morehead Stale 71-69 Saturdas night at
Elh4 T Johnson Arena.
The Lady Racers 01-15. 7-9 OVC)
trailed hy four 467-63) with just 1:15 to
go in the game. but evened the score
it 69-640 on a 1-pointer hy Shake:6 Petty
with imly lb seconds remaining.
LaKnsha Brown gase Morehead (lilt. 6-9i a two-point lead on a jumper
with 6.8 seconds left. leasing Murray
with one last opportunity to claim a tic
or the sictory
With time winding down. oVshley
hole Hay-es launched a 3-pointer from
the right wing that bounced olt the rim.
but Ashley Brooke Hayes was there to
rebound the miss Hayes had just enough
time to put up a layup in heavy traffic. but the hall bounced out to give
the Eagles the Ysin.
Asltky Nichole Hayes led five Murray State scorers in double figures with
14 points on 7-of-13 shooting. Erica
Gordian followed with 13. Amber Guffey notched 12 and Petty and Ashley
Bmoke Hayes 11 apiece
Ashley Brooke Hayes. who was 2
of-5 from 3-poont range in the contest.
tied the school record for career 1-point
field goals with 134. She shares the
record with Misty Pierceall syho played
for MSC from 19)4-9141
The Lady Raceryishot 4 pert ent (2501-18) from the 1144. including 6-of-lb
from behind the arc. MUTTa!, WS% 13-of14 from the tree throw line, but was
214
out-rebounded
Brown led all scorers with 26 on 12of Ili shooting She capped a doabledouble .with 10 rebounds. Morehead fia
'shed the game shooting 11 percent 12953i from the held including a 2-4It effort from 3-point range the Eagles
were just 11-o(-21 from the chanty stnpe

time at home in four years
By MICHAEL DANN
Sports Write.
Home is where the neat is
Home is also where the wins
at least in the month
ATC at
ot fehruary and earls March
- tor so seniors on Inc Cal
Iowa, County hoys. basketball
team
Those Laker. Are IS-2 In
Jeffrey Gymnasium the past lout
ear• The only loses hit

%1•1,
,4

o.' • .•

-.ate

Fourth Ihstrict Champitinslup
game and a home kvs. to Grine,
County in 2004
It was only fining then
with Saturday tieing Senior
that the Lakers would
Night
exact a little resenge on their
ns al. from A neighboring .isu
ty
But a porous 111%1 yurric,
•See LAKERS Page 28

Orluvormay

Lady Racer Erica Gordian (44) provides the defense against Morehead
State's TaNeisa Johnson (11) during Saturday's OVC women's action
at Johnson Arena in Morehead. The Eagles defeated the Lady Racers
7149.
lennessec state ,it s
The 1 ads RaLirs /4 ill cons. tusk a they pia%
three-game road trip on "Thursday. when p m

A1110-4 Af

DANN 0(11014,

Josh Streetman tries to maneuver his way around
Randon Cavette in the second haft Saturday at Calloway County High School Streetman had nine points
for the Laker*. while Cavette led NI players with 22
points

Sports

IS• Mesday. February 13. 311116

Mom,Ledger& Timm

11 Lakers
From Pogo 1B
put Calloway behind Ike

hail

early. The Lakers

could-

n't recover. falling 5S-46 Seturda) night at the Jell in a
game

that

was

re-

because of' snow Enda, night
Wes Perry and Jeremi Rumpus iJtared Iconns honors for
the Lakers. as each finished with
12 points. Chase Futrell added
11. while Josh Stream's tacked
on nine and We Adams finished with two.
C'alloway trailed 18-8 after
one period of play. when a
,one defense installed by Laker
head coach Terry Birdsong saw
Eagle star Randon Cavette
scored the team's lust 10 points
The 6-foot-6 senior center led
all 'scorers with a game-high
2.2 points. Cavette also grabbed
a game-high 17 rebounds and
had %ix blocks on the night
-We let Casette have a monster game." Birdsong said.'This
is the first time all year that
we have played against a premier post player (Marshall
County •. Daniel) Ard is a premier player. but he's not lin
the block like Randon is
"That's really the first time

save oat He's bees dole bolbsa throws.
ss at Ilia**
He tombs hoed and Ims a pa
Wig te be seselfish es the
cost"
Calloway bested hock. gilt* In within four points twice
ta the second gatafitar before
trailing B-25 at halftime. The
Laken outscored Graves County 17-15 in die gamut ad
‘ut their tonswer as.dew
Irvin four in the first ID jnet
two in the sucesd mist The
Laken did force Graves Canty ONO four second-quarter
turnovers. as well
Calloway again outscored
Graves II-I m the third quarter, as the Saabs shot past 2of-9 from the floor. The Lakcrs weren't much hiller at 3(4-8, but converted ori 5-of-7
from the foul line.
Futrell. a senior guard.
helped pull the Lakers back to
within two (38-36) after hitting a free throw with 1:02 to
play in the third. But as the
quarter expired. Dustin McClain
dnlled a deep three from the
left side for a two-point Grases
lead. The Eagles built their
adsantage hack up to five at
41.36
"We gambled down here
defensisely and oserrin the
of
said
Birdsong
pass.-

IS IS 011 14-110
errala Co
Callao Co 135 I? I ¶ 10 -la
COOMB Car* 094)- Carob 22
two& wipe&swum & Tom,
MIMS,11. Dm 2. Nows
1.-37 flora& 24 Nam Pt
1S-21. Ibbarado 31. Paolo is
COMO Caralir (ISO -Slaws
12 Parry 12 Flow* It, Inessman
Mons 2 Walfer, Moro*
Mk t11-37 Ionia 1-10
Pony 2 Bureaus) Ft S-to
Naleards 19 Pawls 15

011111111ay County's Levi
Scarbrough tries to take

NATIONAL SPORTS SCORIESOARO
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action at Saturday's First
Region wroalling championships.

"We had a real sough situwe had to deal with this
past week," Hatchet said of
an incident that occurred during Tuesday night's Gra‘e%
County/Marshall Count) show
down. "I thought our kids really came back and worked hard
an practice.
"We really focused We feel
like we played well tonight,
and you haye to play well to
heat Calloway on its home
court. Terry does a great job
clue/ling those kids. We beat
a well-coached team tonight"
Birdsong found solace in
the fact that despite phasing
well and coming back, this
55 a.n't a %east/II-ending game
for the Laker, Now, they can
use this loss as a motivational factor for the remainder of

Kelly
advances
to state
Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
HOPKINS V ILLE. Ky. --Ke% in Kell) led the way for
the Calloway Count) wrestling
team by earning a state tournament berth during the First
champ.
wrestling
Region
mishits.. held Saturday at Hop-

110wWW.matass
Ooklan as se. ClOralwal Si
Now OfillIVIS 100. lannimas 94
moumon 102 UNA If
kilimume 911 Chariot* 93
Memphis 100 1 A Lakin 99
fanday's Clomos
sap Ardom 52. motor* NI
wainingion 107 MideflOplas 97
Mom 100 OMR* a
Boston 102 Oftsalo 104
Toronto 114. Pampa to
now a•rroy N.lilliaaulea 79
nou•son 90 Nov York 66
Denver 120. Seatike 112, 07
Sacramenio 109. MOO 114
r>licario 97 LA Capper* 91

lonsville High School.
Kelly placed fourth in the
27$-pound weight class to qualify for the Kentucky High
the season
....
'School Athletic Association's
"In hindsight. if I hid to
state wrestling- championships.
Casette shot 8-of-I3 from the
McClain'. three. "That allowed
do it over again. I probably
°serail. the Lakers finished
floor, with most of the buckhim to hit the three in the corwould have started man-to11th in the final team standets coming in transition or nght
ner. and then it goes to five
man But we felt like we had
ings at the regionals
underneath the basket He also
That changed the momentum
a good game plan.- Birdsong
In the first round of action.
went 6-of- I I from the foul stnpe
because they had the hall to
said. "We reall) thought we
Kelly fell to Robert Dunn of
- •- a spot where the senior has
start the fourth quarter"
could bother ('a'.cite inside by
Union County but bounced hack
struggled at Wiles this year
In the final eight minutes. going /one, but we did a poor
to win his second-round match
"one of the biggest keys vs ith
Calloway did get to within four
job of muting hack when he
5-0 user Caldwell County 's TanRandon is - is he read)
From Page 1 B
with less than three minutes
had the hall He was getting
ner- Flynn lie captured his third Gras es County head coach
nasunn in .1 game that was reto go after Jeremi Rumpus
a lot of easy baskets, and I
round match 4-1 over Ernest
Allan Hatcher said. If he's
because of the snow
scheduled
but
game.
48-44
a
it
madehad to burn a timeout there
Simmons of Christian County
ready. you saw what he can
of western Kenmost
hit
that
Graves sealed the deal with a
early But you hold lach Sims
to earn the state berth.
do. He's a monster He's a
6-0 run user the next minute
tucky on Friday.
to two points, and you feel
tournament is
state
The
monster on the boards, a monCunningham tacked on a
The Eagles finished the game
should win the hallscheduled to hem "Thursday
ster inside and on the &ten - 10-of-I4 from the foul stripe. like you
game-high 19 points for Calgame.morning at the Dudgeon Cenloway. including five rebounds
ter m Frankton. where Kell)
Morns
Hocks
three
and
will face Anthony Bailey of
(Jumped in 14 points on 5-ofFon Knox in the first round.
8 shooting. as the Lady LakTwo other Callow as ('ounof-271 in the first half, finers heat Graves County for the
t) wrestlers also placed in the
ished the game at 35 percent
First time since the 2003 First
Ryan
Schoppe
match
regional
night.
l$-of-52i 'The Eagles hit only
Region championship game.
placed sixth in the 171-pound
"Our effort really picked up
ISSIIMOW St(1114)
3-of-15 attempts from 3-point
Megan Starks came oft the
4-4
10
24
Nopsans
5
2-4
14
Jena&
Scarbrough
while
i
Les
class.
room.
locker
the
of
out
coming
Wahampoon 4-5 3-4 13 On 5-12 3-4
range.
for eight points. while
bench
had an identical finish in the
said Muria'. State head coach
15, WOO 1-3 34 S. Wright 0-0 1-2
The Racers jumped out to
Beth Ross added six. Sam Buns
189-pound class.
Wol 0-0 0-0 0 Nollowev 24 2-2 7
Mick Cronin dunng" his posta 42-30 lead with 15 minutes
had fiv e and Rachel Adams lour.
McCoy 0-1 1-3 1 so 0-I 040
game shoo( on the Racer Radio
Kennedy 0-2 0-0 0 FteddIng 2-5 2-4 7
after Keith Jeniter
remaining
playing
Oases ('ounty
Network "Justin Orr had a
Johnson 2-5 3-5 7 TOM,19-52 24-36
drained a 1-pointer and center
without the services of the First
71
for
huge
was
great game He
Pearson Gnitith scored oft a
Region's hest scorer Brittany
la1311111411ACO ST.(4-11)
us in the first halt when we
Pryor 34 54 11, Sallerct 2-9 0-0 5
Witherspoon steal.
Young. who is currently suswere stagnant.Akin 3-10 3-5 9. Sawn 5-9 s-S 16
1 -of-3
Gnffith was :lust
for violating team rules
pended
0
Rosa 0-1 1-2 1. brow 0-1 0-0
Play mg without iumor guard
Staff Report
shooting from the floor for
- locked up with Callow-ay
*Owns 44 1-29 Cockernarn 0-1 2-4
Trey Pearson for the second
Times
Murray Ledger &
2. Jenuslue 1-4 0-0 3 ONO 15-52 17
only foe points, hut pros ided
in a game that featured 13
straight game. the Racers turned
• EastHAMMON!). Ind
2466
lead
Murray with a lift on the boards
changes and six ties
NNW= - Murray Si.'. 27-25 3to Orr for their ()itemise punch.
wood Christian Academy played
with sesen rebounds and on
The last tie and lead change
is - Murray si 9.23
PUN
-toot-6
sophomore
And the 6
four games Friday, hut two
00111orspoon 2-3 Hog/tuns 2-5 Ors2-5
defense with four blocked shots.
:Me in the fourth quarter with
responded with a double-douNeffing 1-2 Armlet 1-3 HoSOvash 14
losses to Schaumburg. III., left
"I thought Pearson tinflith
2!2% to play. when Grilses
Key 0-11 14oril0440 S1 3-15 Lisiveka
ble. scoring a team-high 15
the Warriors with a third-place
County _junior Jessica Doran.
really asserted himselt in the
1-2 SIMON 1-3 issiero 14 Pryor 0-41
points on 5-of-12 shooting while
finish in the Hammond BapPoled ost — Morro Illabsoola who led all Lady Eagles with
second half.- Cronin claimed
pulling down 10 rebounds
Murray St 42 (Orr 101 Morenea0 Si
tist National Invitational.
18 points, put in a basket to
"He scored when we needed
Si
Murray
MOM
10)
Millants
34
MUITil) came out of the
The Warriors were forced
tie the score at 46-46
Iiionnews St 10 (pnax Si
16 Orr
him to. and he got some big
intermission with a renewed
to play four straight games.
Tani Pawls - iaur.av Si 21
On a night that was dedirebounds."
focus, hitting three of its first
Mayhew Si 27 A -2 366
and theywere playing Christk:ated to Morris, who is the
Murray State lead balThe
fise shots to race out to a 37ian schools with enrollments
lone senior on the CCHS team.
looned to 51-30 on a Tyler
28 adsantage with 16:31 to
a 14-8 lead in second-chance
better than 1.3(X) in the doushe helped please the fans by
Holloway 3-pointer with 13
Junior forward Shawn
points and the Racer resenes
He-elimination tournament.
breaking the tie with a Jumper.
minutes left. Morehead was able
Witherspoon. who tossed 13
outscored the Morehead bench
In the 7 p.m. game against
pushing Calloway's lead hack
to slice its deficit to 13 with
23-14
points on 4-of -5 shooting,
Schaumburg. Erik Ramse.s led
out to two.
eight minutes remaining, but
all scorers with 23 points, but
Quinton Smith paced the
scored sesen of his points in
Graves Count) committed
the Eagles could come no closEagles with 16 points. while
the 10-3 run that sent the Racit wasn't enough as the War
another turnover -- its second
er.
ers well on their was to win
Quentin Pryor tossed in 11
nor'. fell 66-61
straight and fifth of the quarDarnell Hopkins tossed in
The Racers will conclude a
No. 18 on the season
ECA trailed 15- I I after one
with 1:03 to play. allow ter
10 to round out Murray's douthree-game road tnp on Thurs- quarter and was down by one
A son Murray State defense
mg Butts to score an easy
ble figure .4:01CP. The Racers
was also doing its part, holdday at Tennessee State Tip- 134-331 at halftime
lay up. From there. Callow ay
won the rebounding battle from
off is set for approximately
ing the Eagles to just 3-01. is
Jordan Harrell had the lone
would hit its next six free throw
Morehead 42-34, including a
730 p.m at the Gentr) Cen- double-double for the Warriors
shooting from the field dunng
while holding the Lady Eagles
often17-10 ads antage on the
ter in Nashsille.
it scoring spun. Morehead,
with 14 points and 14 resounds
to lour points for the six -point
ow glass Murray State held
which shot lust 30 percent 18Ion Craig tossed in 10 points.
win.
David Craig added eight and
"The three keys to tonight's
Marcus Harrell finished with
game were heart, hustle and
six points
desire." Lady Laker coach Scott
Annual 1
Prior to that. EC .> rattled
Si'. ills said after the game
off two straight wins, includ"The one thing that 1 talked
ing a victors oser Statelme
about before the game es en
Christian (68-65i, out of Michistarted was intensity and heart.
Nave you
gan and a win oser Crestwood. The kids came out for four
"by
told "NO
168-561
quarters and did that.
others?
In the win oser Statelme.
"They had grew enthusiasm
Jordan Harrell had another doufor tonight's game. This is just
• 100% Financing Mama lastres
ble-double game with 22 points
a confidence builder for our kids
No Down Payment
Admission:
And 16 hoards. David Craig
by heating an upper-echelon
tow Abision yr Sark lasevai
96199
added 18 points and Jon Craig
• Refinancing team like Graves County in
112,29
009.6-04,79
flipped in 16. Ramsey tossed
the region That Just gives our
Cash Back To You
ChIldr•sIthibir st
in sesen and Marcus Harrell
kids more confidence.Risers:
• FHA Loans
finished with foe
Calloway led 27-23 at halfTtv..44. 141114s 441.46
Tons of Tad* Dealers
S4i1p.-saws
I•n44.
Eastwood trailed in the first
time and had an eight-point
To
Customized
Loans
•
asionio «arra - 9611yo
Craft
Water
Personal
two quarters. but led 41-39 at
i211Sps. amp(
136-281 lead in the third periFit Your Life & Budget
Pontoon Boats
the end of the third.
od before closing out the quarIs Ilesenw As lhalider
CraPPN Rigs
Against Crestwood, ECA
ter up one (40-39) Graves
tlella2S-7•100
sews,liabormsfisa4/14444ms
Deck Boats
went on a 9-0 run to re-take
trailed 43-19 heading into the
Bass Boats
final eight minutes before post the lead at 37-36 with 4:02

that we have played against a
dominant post player like that,
anti ho) did we do a poor
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ing its first sictory of the day
Jon Craig led the way with
team-high 22 points, while
his brother. David. had 18

remaining after a 3-pointer by
keisha Stark.. but Calloway
closed out the quarter on a 42 run

13 10 111 13-66
Graves Co
Calloury Co 15 12 13 14 —55
sC.
Q
(1114)-Doran IS Ii
Clapp 1 Sara 9 Waal,O. Socti 4
A cum 2
• 111-41 Sorlat 5-19 IM CAM 2
3w'5.2. Lagoon M.9-13 aaasor
22 Pods 21
Cooly 114411 Calloway
Curewn3lorw 19 Monm 14 SOW
Roo 6 Swat 5 Adams 4 Sessors K
Alma
Flit: 17-33 3-055l: 2-5 (Moms
Stamm Ft 11-25 IMIseuralsIS
P0411141; 17
The Lady Eagles would IN:
no closer. as Calloway went
I 5-of -20 from the foul stripe
in the second half and 10-or
11 in the final eight minutes
For the game. the Lads Laiers shot IN-of-25 from the char
ity slope
Sevin. said that his squad
shoots 614 percent from the foul
line and has been ranked as
in the state
high as the Top
in free throw shooting
Si'. ills' hunch also forced
IX
into
County
Grilses
tummers, sesen coming in the
fourth quarter.
"Hopefully. this can gi‘e u%
a boost going into the latter
pan of the season
"They were into the game.
and that's what basketball is
all about
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Scrambling Cards forced
to pull out all the stops
LOCISVILLE. Ky. !AP)Perrin Johnson thought Rick
Pitino was kidding
The way the Louisville junItVf forward figured it. why
would Plt1110 suddealy imam
him in thr starting Mat* Wag
Saab Plaids
waist he Weal stated a
game all year?
- Everywas
body
laughing."
Johan. said.le (Current)
and
wae joking about it
He was like. 'On ahead and
do it and you just have to
(ake lavatory of the Opp(
amities when they paeast them selves.'though Jobasoe vas
l) spectacular is Louisville's 5754 win over SOltit Ronda on
Saturday - scoriae two points
and grabbing a abound it 16
minutes - be played with Ne
kind of urgency required when
the season is on the line.
'•%e wanted W.'

I' 1'0'

sag East tow-

Sonic days he knOtes 'he'll
play. On ahem be knows Ins
red wana-up din will never
conic off
Of course. all en wisdom
didn't come ovennigig. When
Johnson was a beibmse walkPS=
up two yellIS
speradically was a
adjustment for a player tato
averaged 21 points game lbw
• senior season at Clare-

Geri.ah was edged by Nathan
Moore. 7-6. 3-6 and 1-0 (1G.
(h. at No. 4 singles.
The Racers will return to
action on Saturday. when they
travel to Bloontimpoa. lad., to
face the Uaiversity of Indiana
The match is schedideil to begin
at Noon.
Maim% Tennis
A I RORA.' Ky. - Murray
State, tell to the University of
Memphis Sunday. 4-3. at the
Kent 11C Same Reson Part
The Lady Racers 10-11
opened by winning the three
doubles matches to force the
Lady Tigers to win lour of the
six singles matches to claim
the victory
Twin sisters Anna and
Rachacl Lash teamed up to
defeat Andres 1Feichtinger and
Brooke Cowie. 11-4. in No I
doubles Camay Paisan4Aim
Pennington edged Knob Noble
and Flirt tafir. 8-7. at No. 2
doubles Adnana Alvarez and
Thul. \is chlet.I1 ,..,rnmeted the

sweep t‘s

RI

Wieser and Ales TrOC.
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RISU tennis splits weekeml matches
Spacial to the Ledger
Slur1..‘'ANSVII.I.E. Ind
13% State's men's tennis tram
earned its first win of the %ca
son on Saturday. defeating the
I. nnersity of Southern Indiana
6-I
The Racers e‘rned their
record at I -I. while the Scream
mg Eagles. of NC AA Di5ision
II fell to 0-4
Murray State swept all three
doable. matches Fedi lam
1.soui teamed with I3mytro Hr.!. hoc:ash to heat IL•SI'• Ran
Hughes and Bodene Scott 8-5
it No I doubles. Nicholas
ksicroixilski and Yun Poinpeu
heat the duo of Ryan McDaniel
and Bryan Sulccr by a wore
of h-3
In singles play. the Racers
e.u-ned lour, straight-wt. S icto
I.2. 5 and h sin
ries at N
gks
It took a third set for
ksietopolski to down Andrew
McGuire. 7-5. 3-6 and 1-0 110
N
sineles
Hume,
,

Ilhanden. televise, 1.1. Nib•a

, .
-,,,.....'go

swat (Ci.) High Sobtmui
it's Mg el hie ti roller
ceenter.- Mims said. -When
it was nip ilINVINM year. it
was hada to focus. les put
a in
et gain older and
wiser sod Icacisig your role Eves II those rules earn
ohmage bum gime to same.
Gaud Iliad Gies*. like Saba
sat a kaiser walk-as. sesmad
demised to sit out his mooed
game ut the year until Nino
threw him on the Boor with
3 29 to play and the Cardinals
trailing 51-4i.
Gianiny did what he always
does -- even if be'v not used
'lo doing in, await time.- He
threw a perfect cruss-coun
bounce pass so Chad Millard
for a layup and then hit Taivan
Dean for the go-ahead 1-potnier with 2:47 left.
'Things don't change when
Brad 4.omes in there said guard
Brandon Jenkins •Ake're in
those types of situations in
practice. so we know we an
get it done

news am* Perna demand to
plop- Paso sWI
deserved to suit and I Vied
to go with a bigger Vamp by
susMeg Chad (Millard) and
than Palmas) but at wasel week* hi practice so I
wale with Park... he worked
his tail off.Despite the start. Joall1011
wo diesuoas 01 piny*
a kiwi ede as Louisvdle 116esenralL 4-7 Rig East) makes
a mil tor the
He's base Neund Meg
▪
mesh to know din you met
afford so take anything for grant-

'

AI

No. 3 doubles.
Anna Lask earned the RA,
heating
env a point by
Feichtinger at No. I singles
h) a %COM of 6-2 and 6-4
Pennington earned the onls
other point for Murray State
in singles The freshman heat
bafu in straight sets. 6-4 and
6-2. at No 1 singles to CAM
her first .:olleglitte singles sicto')The key singles match turned
out to be at No 2 singles
Cowie won the first set riser
RaCharl 1.41.ii 11- 1. hut Lask
won the second wt. 7-5, to
force a LilecidiOS third set CIVIVVC
%.ante hack to win the decisive
set 6-3.
Nest up for SAISt' is a trip
to Indianapolis. Ind On En Jay. the Lady Racer‘ will face
IUPt'I at 4 p.m On Saturday.
Mun-iv squares off against Buta m
ler Ai
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This Valentine's Day
Give Someone A
"Pizza" Your Heart!
11
Large Heart-Shaped Pizza only$"
While Supplies Last • Available Febriiart 1414 Omit

Large Heart-Shaped
Cherry Dessert Pizza

$5.99

Love,
753-6656

804 CHESTNUT ST.

Come By For The
Latest Movie Release
We Special
Order

Movies!
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More than 20,
movies in stock!
More than 6.000
•VD s in st•
• •

1
714 14 12Ih St • Chestnut Nat Mopping Center • Murray • 12701 753 7670
Sun •Thurs lOorn•Ilprn •Frt Sot lOoth - kidnap,*
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Invitation to Bid
Purchase of Used Vehicles
,rf 1.tt'kw
The Calloway('minty fl•
is accepting sealed bid, It.r t hi. pun huu.i.
of the following used Nwhicles
2 Se•Vn-Paasenger Vans • white
exterior, 2005 or newer: maximum
mileage 20.000 each.
Bids will be accepted until 2:00 pro..
Wednesday.
February
22,
2006.
Specifications and bid forms are on file at
the Board office at 2110 College Farm
Road. Murray. KY 42071 Any interested
bidders may obtain copies at that location. Please note multiple bids may be
awarded. Further information may be
obtained by calling Mike Johnson at 7627322 or Karen Brandon at 762-7300. The
Calloway County Board of Education
reserves the right to reject any anclor all
bids and waive ar) irregularities in bidding.

AVON help ner Jed
Only 510 to stan your
own Avon business 1877-420-6567
BARTENDER & grillcook 641 Club in
Pury•af Tennessee
Good pay tor the right
person 4 or 5 days a
week Must be neat in
Masi
Bring
appearance
omens in person 114
THINK pink 0 Sandra BEST Western hinng
s Wed Spaghen. tor experienced guest
Special 293-3816
service agents laundry
and breakfast erten.
dents
and
houseLtal wit Found
keeping
Top
pay
Apply in person at
1503
'1',1 12th
St
JUST give us•call.
Murray
we ii be glad to help.
CNA needed to work in
Your loved one
home environment 20try to find
25nrs per week 227Cause we all have
3589
Furry or Feathered
FULL
OR PART time
Friends Here at the
housekeeping Murray
Ledger & Times
Plaza Hotel Apply in
person after 6 00PM
Call 753-1916

TAKING bids on mow
.ng
cemetery
and
grounds More into call
Mach at 435-4113 or
Kathy at 753-6106
Bids in by February 24
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E ELECTRICIAN

isori ciwitn,I. Irk

C.ith, Kentisio sill
'.lJIfl(CrV41kC f Ics
rimsi hr‘ - is irking knovk-dp:
taring nun, hincr di...kink-al fititrAio
inetlt ,o04.7.ins ink likting rohnik
,v
logic cons',

Htnnit daytime
it* and %risers
ippl en person
\ton Fri at 616 N
:th Street. Murray
, No phone adis.
EMERALD lrlaltaplla,.
a local and long Oh
tance carrier loading
pneumatic
tanks,
dumps, and tankers.
taking applications for
drivers You COO apply
at 100 Recycling Derv,,
Paris
TN between
7AM and 5PM 800467-0638
FOSTER
parents
needed Earn $35/dery
by opening your home
to a child in need. Cal
NECCO at 866-3063226
FULL time auto teen
with GM experience
MO sign-on bonus.
Driving record drug
test and background
check
required
Excellent pay efficiency bonuses. CSI. 401K
insurance.
uniform
allowance Cal Jackie
Dentip
Service
Manager at 270-5270564
Country
Chevrolet,
Benton.
Kentucky
OFFICE based medical
practice has an opening in the business
office Exceptional pay
based on experienoe
Vacation and health
benefits Office is open
Monday
through
Thursday NO weekends
Candidates
should have knowledge in 1C139 8 CPT
coding medical insurance tiling and computer skies Send resume
including three references to P0 Box 463
Murray KY 42071 An
Opportunity
Equal
Employer
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PIZZA Pro now accepton9 applications tor FnSat 3-11 1 Sun 10-4
Must neve dean delving record for 3 years
and be at NNW It No
prone moose abase
4944y at SOS C South
12th Street

SAFETY
advisors
$2506 Month. manager
Velma 13000 month
Convent/ we train cal
M-F aani-ipm onso 1800-5784799

WANT to buy Junk Car
and Trucks Cell (2701
474-2540 or 2934199
Six days•wee*

Sti4A4.L truck ctiver to
• Peeping imam
Full or part tome Must
have Class A COL
Pass drug screen
Must have physical
card 759-4009
MUNE epplittellons
tor all pastime. Day
0114101
.AV* In Person et eseic. 217 S
12th. Nehrey. No
phone calla

Anoka
perils

TEMPO Auto asses is
toeing for a sareasierlas. NM have sales
Fax
immeisace
Mom to 762-9040 or
telk to David at 916
Coldwater Rd Murray
762-9030
WANTED OTR Truck
driver home weekends, 30cirnse flatbed
operation
759-4592
227-1426

CLEANING houses is
my business
Cal
Linda H 759-9553
HOME cleaning services 435-4667
WANTED lucisiber for
2 eine 11 81 It lour
nights a week Mon.Thins
5:30PM
to
7 30AM Ref a must
753-2382
WILL el vaei elderly.
day or night (270)5271489

MOM COMPUTERS
A. Ceilltied Technician
UMW repairs
7119.30511

ANTIQUES Call Larry
753-3833
BUYING funk cars
trucks tractors and
metal boats 436-6235
CASH paid for
good used gime
Benson Sparing
Goods 519 S 121h,
Murray
GOOD used refrigerators electric ranges
gas heaters air conditioners.
baseboard
heaters Used carpet
mg 753-4109

Ns* *anise

Weisel

Orrepleer Farms/ Was, Hrualyiwrirrs

SWIMS

$19.90
Free Diet Network 4room eyeteen.DVR
upgrade available.
Programnwly Owls at
$19.90 per mo Gale
channels or Starr Wes
toe 3 mos Beast*
Antenna I Sate**
759-0901

burpreille•kiwi Same • undid Nino

713-7888•8 aga.41 p.m.

Amercial
Wasir
Disposal

la

Al Types oQetuse Service

CINDERELLA
prom
dresses 1 size 4 yettow t size 8 blue $150
8614
each 270-492,

WHITE seen wedding
dress
re
capped
sleeves size 16 $200
270- 753-6909
Call
alba 5PM

MAYTAG Washer
Dryer *radiant condition 545000 7679037

USED
APPLIANCES
Ward-Elkins

Serving West icry & West TN Far 22 Years

Free
Pallets
L nailing Dock of
Murray L000st I Tomos
First Com*
First Serve

2 bath situated on .61Y acre located al
.39 Jamie Lane in Almo. KY. This
home features thermopanc windows.
ceramic

edging

glamour bath
III

insulation .package.

for a quick sale

rEM POIRARY HORTICLTLTURAI
AGRICULTURAL LABOR
4-17-06T() 12-14-oh
4-10-06 TO 12-15.i
4-25-0670 12-20-06
5-0.0610 10-31-06
4-4-0670 1-15-o7
4-2S-4M70 12-1
4-30-08 TO 12-204s,
\A.ge 18.17 Hr 3.41 contract guaranteed. all
well' and equip furnished Housing pirevidled
for thole beyond commuting. Traesperielion
and utihaortence pay after UR of eiseseri
for
Contact
completed
local
Dept
Employment !tem-lees

eral maintenance of company vehicles
and boats and shop cleanliness and
organization
Welding
mechanical
supervisory, and inventory type openonce a pluS. This posilion we require
some out of town Inewel arid tionesionei
evening and weekend work. Fug-erne
Kellbon with media* millassusnt, h011di* and vacesion
Altapplicants
must Se mechanicallyktd. hardwoilible, and sett motivated individuals
with posiuve MOM.

a

Sund Illoomoss 1P• P.O. Box 1040-D
Murray, KY 42071
'
iat Opportunity Employer

Financing available

with approved credit. For more information contact Starks Bros. Homes CP'

Eillimima
6620 combine 4W0
643 corn heed 215
and 216 grain heads
12 row JO. 7100 no to
monitor, Insect boxes
6 row 7000 no It 8row
AC no O. Glerico MOM
cult 2011 1210 J.D
grain cart two Krause
Joh 21 to 2311 6 row
Danish tine diet 225
bushel grain wagon
gravity now with tr hyd
auger 1800 IH tandem
grain truck 2011 bed
270-489-2462

COMPLETELY set up
1/2 aae $10.500 7536012

tOplos

guttering.

kitchen appliances, central air and a

QUEEN
soft
side
waterbed
515(1
Excellent
condition
Twin bed $75 2935211

Itivortunth

hacksplashes,

stall. crown molding throughout. him

Local company is seeking to employ a
qualified shop maintenance person
whose responsibilities will include gen-

,

and

with separate shower

Attn: Human Resources

1- at: 270-427-24311

JUST
arrived,
3
Bedroom
2
Bath
vinyl/shingle
only
S14.999,,
731-5849429

Like nets 12)06 Champion 3 bedroom

FIREWOOD $50 rick
delivered and stacked
293-0888 or 489-6126

KY 42041

ANTIOUE
upogo
;Nano Good condition
Make otter 438-2712

CHARLIE'S Antique
Ma, Wiz, KT Sot*
space and showcase
mask now available
SPOOial move to raw
this month 270-4928175

so up Pre-Thana Iru.t

J.H. Churchill Funeral Home
201 S 3rd • Murray. hi- 42071

SINGLE AND DOUBring
BLIEWIDES
your deed - That s ali
you need -New Used
and Rem's - Cal today
at 7314424447.
28X70 3 Iledroom 2
Seth with glamour bath
• Imp
When
731484
982.901101
9930

JUST NV 4 Bedroom 2
Bath payments as to.
as $19999" w a c
731-584-4926
2006 CLOSE OUTS Singieweies
and
Doubirmdes
Buy
today
and
save
S1 000's WE OWN
THE BANK Call today
at 7314424438
TAKE YOUR PICK Need 5 Bedrooms and
3 Baths or how about 4
Bedrooms
and
2
Baths' Both pnced in
the aso's Call 7316124438 today"
NICE 18490 mobile
home ('95) on I acre
lot on Conrad Heights
Subdivision at 365
Reernan Rd oft Hwy
280 One block from
East Elementary, 388
MA, all electric. Alt
appliances included
except
washer
Attached tront porch
and 12x20 covered
back porch Several
vacant tots for We in
same subdivision For
more wilonnation. cell
753-8151 or 753-5976
PRE-OWNED mobile
horns Excellere condition 18 and newer
mode* We deliver and
set up 270-489-2525

REDUCED
3BR
mobile home and lot
$12900 753-0012

•

ham,ttuwer.

re.
,
V NOM

Call Jill Stephens
or Julie Brown at

753-1916
and

place ‘.otir ad today!

Nam For tab

amass Fee $ib

POWER lift char with
remote 5150 270
759-1204

n the square
753 1713

Self Mernonalu anon
a girt for ifityst.,
knv %ou

226-9398
492-8191

I -800-455-3(K)I
GE Washer & Dryer
Ceti
matching set
1270)226-9566
767-0884

Pk-4Frowner,
' sena:J.-

Mar*. KY 42049

brick foundation_ Priced at 5•49.900.04

"L.

-Pqrri A‘Ni\c-,

Appliance
& Electrical Repair

VDU • WI ii.\

2000 Holiday 141W

irr

Cklab !I• Azgliej

CRAFTSMAN Radial
saw. $250 Craftsman
band
saw.
$150
Kariba' piano. $750 Al
in very good condition
270-436-5155

HD Televisions
Come by 506 N 12th
Street. Sues J & see
our iarge selection of
HO televisions. OLP.
LCD Plasma. & Rear
Brands
Protection
include Toshiba. LG
Zenith. Sony. 8 Sanyo
We
also
carry
Surround
Sound
Home Entertainment
Centers & TV carts
Financing available
For more into call
Beasley's 759-0901

um
Yee are respaseibie fur the
dererew Sue sot Ow.012 se Pm A: SIN er
Part R. Coe we kr owe imarimasa.
1111111LIPM1U111111111011111111CUMIN

500 gallon LP gas tank
MO 753-4887

DirecTV
4-room Satellite system tree Total Choice
Plus only $29 99 per
mo for first 3 mo
HI30 Showome &
Start free for 3 mo
UMW Antenna &
SOWN* 759-0901

MEDICARE

lasSOIN111
leawisser

Send Lomnletcd appliL Joon to
Parkas, Regional Hospital

/IV'.
Drtiu. nh4e.,

t.

KY license required
‘riplei.ations
ailahlc at
A SA V. Park V. RegionalHospital.L,,

piistion

Lou V. Mc(;ar,/A,E.,

Liareesines & has.

AdieCco kill he accepting iipplic,ir
Marra) Unemployment Office on L.
2/14/06. from 8 ain -4 p.m lobe5.
ored for employment. please firing 2 form.
:‘t identification - onc that establishes ,. .our
ikkinit and one that establishes
right
T, nwuiij In this countr
+,), estrion."Call I -A110-4111 sr

PHYSICAL-11111(A M'
ASSISTANT

INSURANCE

111rOg lab ',Ott

liameher
MOBILE homes
rant
753-3640

to

NICE 288 No pets
753-9888

LOTS for rent
9866

753-

M

essISOM

1 600 Sq Ft 641 N
next to Rolling Holis
Nursery Office Retail,
Etc 759-1333
2 822 soft office or
retail 1306 N 12111
753-2905 or 293-1480

M

onis For Rini

BR 1 year old no
pets $300
deposit (205)361-4763
(334)4I943086
1 OR 2br apts near
downtown
Murray
starting at S200rno
753-4109
1 2. 3 apts 753-1252
or 753-0606
1 2 & 3BR Vet availabbe Reese aaN 1538221
i19R 1 bath washer &
dryer $335.
i2BR i am apt irt.
appliances wid $425
•1 BR 1 bath with
study wid. $350
753-7559
188 apartment_ $195
month OM dwelt.
753-2934
11311 apt available, al
appliwicee furnished
Mw-Cal Realty 7534444
1BR unfurnrshed 5235
burnished $245 no
lease required no pets
753-3949
288 some utilities
paid
$270/inc
No
pets 767-9037

IL

O For new

I BR all appliances
Oaks Apts starting at
$275 Coleman RE
750-4118
101-NIR Apartments
Ask about move in tree
days Coleman RE
7/30-41111
288 2 bath duplex
Garage. CdMiA large
rooms Coleman RE
753-9898
2114. central oils heat,
central as $275 and
up. some *eh now carpet Coleman RE 7594118
2 car
3014. VIA
1549
991995.
Mockingbird In 7520313
388 house • 1112 Er
St . C/NA. S600 7533415
388 2 Elam Owen
$700 month Cal 2270375
DUPLEX Lynn Grove
on 94W Large. all new.
25R. 1.5 bath. garage.
all appliances. C.AVA.
mew sewer. and trash
plok-up furnished 1875
mo 435-4273 or 2937404
FORFIEST
View
Apartments 1213 al
18th St . now accepting
applications tor lb/
apt. basic rent $345,
month
2
BR
Townhouse, basic rent
$37500 Cam 7531970 Leine MeeeNie
LIKE new 1 year old 1
bedroom
all applo
Wass Brooklyn Dove
COI 270-435-4382
RIO OAKS APTS.
EWAN
$100 Depose
1BR From $280
28R From 5325
Call Today,
753-SMIS.
SMALL 188, no pals
water paid 753-5900

1

117
1101
--1er

Calloway Garden/Essex Downs
Apartments
1W,Diuguid
e • Murray fi 42071
270-753-8556
TDD l-111111-545-1833 - Ext. 283
One and Ts'. Bedniorn \moment,
Centr.ii fic.0 rid Air
Accept
;'ji. lions
Orrice Hour'. 8 a.m. - 12 p.m.4
3
I p.m. to 4 p.m.

0

CLASSIFIERS

Murray Ledger & lbw

M_..Li. PuNy Lk 31M1• NI

-9

UYI Deb
%body NO010.21.0
MB IMMO°
MIM MOO,
$429.00
000 Noma seam
tor tamilled appeceras
011ios hours 6-2
Mort-Fil
CO"MY fot appoint,
mani
713.41311
2 3bodrooin Apt&
Ws accept Section
8 vouchers
Appiy Mur-Cal leas
902 Noillemod Dr
Monday,
wacinsolay. Flay
Phone 7111-M114.
Equal Musing
Oporto*,
TOO 41413G4141140603
VERY
111111 ISA.
MOanoss. year team. I
month depose No
pals 7532906
aPsJluSt
I BR. use of common
areas UMW* furfished New usu
Colarnan RE 753MIN
CLEAN room for rent
maul Muse prMimes
Olg Scrawl TV. wid.
surround sound coke
TV in room 011 wrest
parking. 759-1225

29R. 19A, C/144 noi
PAU. wanly remodeled. MOO a month
dipole required 210227-2704

TWO Mily lettti
mem IMMO. MN 5
kisollet was Eassaarr
tftC0a1111.111,001aC•t
$11/11,000
270-7534109. 270477-1546

KY-LAKE
flarkirry
dockside waterfront
2 7 was. e79.900
Call ovum 270424
43211

MURRAY Stars and
LoM presently has
units amilsbis 7532905 or 753-7536
10911911911
NINIBTOOMMI
'Ina* Omuta como
Owego
•Sackalty almnsel
•Soli II dean
orra all boast
mow Mkt U-Hauis
753-91100

i 700. so It business
specs tor lease High
traffic location just
north of VilalMsn on
Hwy 641 New metier
Availebte
MO*
Rarisonabie
rates
Contact Jeff Sparks at
7534887

St

ee

9e
-E

rid
4-

9.
Car
. 9
52

53-

e7

•75
'3**

tbr
5
BR
rent
.53-

AXC
Doberman
Ponschir amplos.las
docked saw 11200
t270)978-1998
(270)753-3114
DOG Obedience
Meow Trion*
436-2858

EXCELLENT Orchard
hay. square Mies
quantity cMcount
i270184,-180$

&IF Warehousing
New MeV 120-50
759-7111111

707 South 12th Street
South Center 1.200
sq ft 710 sci ft 753
1252 753-0606

STOMMIE dad
PROMS
119 E More
(270) 7534360
CO (2701 2004)83
9am 4pm M-F

COMMERCIAL build'
rig for rent 20x50 and
[
111C-1
:. 1
16450 Good locals:in
for roar or edam on Haley Professional
641 in Purges: TN
Appraising
lot what es worth"
$200 each pot morel
(731)247-5635
(2701759-4218

110111111111111S

-E

COMMERCIAL or NNW
7110 to to BOO so It
reelleems.
0/01/ el poling.
ariaMent losielon near
odds!bullieng 404 N
M cionipisi 7593772

RANCH Style House &
'0.5 was. I mils iron
SW achoot. 3 WO
romm. 2 MI Whs.
IBM heated shop. 4
Nil Mee barn. 22w40
earament
ohm.
MUM New by
7104212

male

20 hcautiful acres
House hue Itt
VItitTir. Fortner
Pets. Palk. and
Pumpkin.. IiiLation.
15 v075,
=7-2193

268 on 4 5 sow in
Lynn Grove Canton
detached workshop
270-753979.900
4109
SEAUTlfut 2 gory
brick home. 468. 10A.
attached wage and
fenced in Lmickyand
Me Politer Semi On
a
one-way
street
across from Murray
Elementary
School
Must mei $105.900
Call 227-0769 or 293-

NEW
4110.
39A
Murray Elides.2family rooms. haretwood
1100111. 011111011C161, ONpet.-3 car wags Lob
or extras for the money
Cirest price' '53-3966
293-9747

OVER 2.000 se ft
20118
30
Amoilla
368. 2 NM 2 mese
cameo,
8".
swig room Imp Wee bursis Garage boo 1
ly Monk
pA dram owner nomemsteng
cameo. 40 Mil or $14900
2711427.
*Mt saisartse dem. 151fil
3076 ON Sabre NIL :12e6 Jegio
*
$150.000 Cal. No 90 Mimi camels(
71124660
*venni) Slaw
fewe gewell
7S3-9••I
kapt 7118-177P, after
*WW Krt./A
an- 5•1111
90 COM
$ae Was homes for
sate by owner or OM
your property 757MN 206 Bumble Oas
0601 for into
Sem bat No NP
Monmy ER mot taw
mar ma1 Jens 2007
WON 418411110
2006 Suzuki 6.50 ION It Ewen Jon
Bowsaws Lass than boat Dos an miler
300 mesa 84 000 270Evinnads
Itlel
4104171
2116-9314
IMMIRE1116-115c
-ii
weg. tagi sal
439-2713

02 Ford Taurus Nice
72 000 mess, gelid
color 7535042
19911 Grand Ciwalsse
Utmost FA/ INNOL
mullsee $0o apassahata
High miles Piked
semidittgly
1996
kilrepid. tutf imiled.
nets 99 or. 11.230
O.438-2712

94 Dodge Dakota Club
Cab Greet condition
492-8334
1991
Ford- F150
$1 100 9701973
INS Chaim
Salverado 444 short
wheel bow asp ode
CM after 600 pm
75341164

Cages

2003 2611k:way by
design
camper
$10000 753-5355

43S-5141
mks 14wAng. Cain
Oka govages. 'vans
iunk bee work

ANIMUS kaimailing
rOareMsel apes
eCusloil laser
eirdiSsa arms
ellhavala
40arewmais
911110111
744341111 01141013
WM= • PARTS
(2701 MUM OP
ntaltaat
Come Wm lams

*Yard sell
.6esi VW& cop owes
*wing say mob
6011/4/M10 OSA
41100 paimmi wow
era moo imechinw
sonlasew
Owns weirs ihrSn
thro wear
7704.16-411193 nom*
2154111140117

TIMMONS
MOV
simix mown gram'
Stile root
436-2113
Doss* lark -411 thick
no*

11101-IlliiiR
1 11" Caallimas f
I Gram,Ittla 1
Oman
Grog laimilaild

WININ/151*
111,1111111. New
Peek all tows 29
wow Orpsolanos Cal
Cedars
A so I Mowing. Loco
and long dmillenoe
moves Call fkimi St E LE C MOAN
270-706-4156
Now Const ifiernottek
A-1 Gutter alsowng. Or trouble lic and me
hawing or* dew to • M yrs am Call
awning oil shads ere
733.70/1
436-2967
Mitilli5a.
A-1 Lambs Tete
removal
(270)627
Service Corneille
MN
mince* trimming. se
FUTRELL'S Tree
Also Tractor
•
Service
work LarxMcapng
Trimming
removal
436-21167
stump grinding fire
wood insured 468A-1 Stump Removal
437-3044
2I38
ALL CAINIMITRY
Remodeling. additions
porches decks sun
rooms. tang siding
mobile 11011111 MOW
*Ma% NOW& IMMO
woo Makagi Limy
Nemo (27017534372
or (270)753-0363
OW HANDYMAN
CM us about our *Inter swift tor siding
411111411.1l

David's Cleaning
Services
Nits
,
t 1141/L:c sti(leaning
•Vortf Salmi tearri •46abir
•Orick Al Inkerwri tirionw4
•Aoil tliormig hark**
t
Wan shirting se. 4tlir•esa,,
1h99id Burden
12751 52.1-7174 sr 2701 2411A-11,34

Eddie Ward Far'
Lawn Service
40-

f-le INS
Finishing
Pertuns
RC'

492-8192

LAMBS Mower Room
Tun* uro specie* Flaw
peckup,derivery 4362667

MIRACLES
Delo
we
housecleaning
construction don up
26 yams experience
Rateremes Nw68vee
ad. pima* call 767
9435

Drywall
Jerri
270- MA-05-11553

Csilow•y
fresh Swett'
•
•mt4.
•WES AS LOVA AS
a,WO
751-374111 39114111111

lacuelles War

H A PP1' IIIRTHDAli
for
Undo.. Feb. 14. 251111:
Pus sear sou hake the pet-upanti - go to nuke a difference in
people
hies, including iiur
own
innc person can .top
and that I. ,.(tu Your judg
[tient adjust% to changing per
spectise 041 frberbds and us hat
OU us ant You pull the usiki card
not sure uhich 1.4
to go ulth a risk It )0u are ..in
gk. a Inend.hip could morph
into 10VC relationship tall and
%%inter 2005 could he signal .ant If '.ou are attached. tollf
hoed needs to develop to an
es en higher lesel. VIRGO read..
‘..0 ...old

Realize your knells sell bey pee- dawn yOur Milt Today is no difp* in your lee. A new door wet ferent. You might need lo adjust
swing wide amen if you are
your thinking Ni risepOnee to a
accepting Keep communication
money maw Flex, and happiflowing Tonight There is a lot to ness amen Tonight Get as
much iidormation as posed*
say. Sled liking.
LID &Illy 11/Wirag. 22)
ACIIIIIIIIIIMI yew 2040b. 11I)
**** Heade your finances ***** You'll get ressoNs by
with kid gloves It connected to working with others independanother, you could be allested ently. If you let go of your'WV
by someone's quirkiness. Allow you will see Ide guile dillereney
yourself to take a minor risk, Be Mang to me people as they
such as a buying a lottery ticket. are. SI appalled to 1105 you wish
You might hit a home runt they were Tonight Dinner for
Tonight Enpoy yourself What's tab
your WV
PISCES (Feb. 1$-March 20)
****• Others do a most
VIRGO(Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
•* Sr A lot might be out of 00n- Mica" pot) of shaking up the
troi for the moment. but you hive Nelms quo_ You might went to
the energy to successfulN hen- rethink your ideas regarding
die whatever e0Mimne tosses in someone who often challenges
your path. A family member you You could Opt not to be
The Stars Show the kind of needs lo revise his or her think- annoyed and instead feel
ing Gently walk this person to relieved that someone Minks
Day Vasil Have: 5 l)s
.
Aierage. 2-Su-so, where you are Tonight As you about you Tonight Go along
with anothers ideas
like
I Difficult
USRA (Sept. 13-06e. 22)
•*sr Knowing when to beck Off BORN TODAY
ARIES(March 21-April 19)
today Mulct determine the long- Actress Florence Henderson
**** Though you might get a
term rellulle Of in important sau- (1934)
unpriong ion or two, you can
•..
ation You might need to revise
dui with it. Know that, and trust
your thinking • bit Themis no Jacqueline Bigot is on the
yourself. A discuosion might help
time like the present. Think Internet at httpfierww.pacguedeer the air. relng unneeded
rather than act. Tonight. Do linebigar.corn
moon. you find
Mee& Ippie
something totaNy tor yourself
the Mhos se odium Tonight
Introducing
SCORPIO (Oct.fl-Nov. 21)
Reba your mind.
***a* Knowing what you are
The BusinessOwners'
TAUNUS Opel 21/41ey 20)
aiming tor could mobs or break
**en* Your imaglhation Could
Choice Policy. vt
today's resells An invealment
g0 a bit haywire if you're not
involving your home, which
Ftie
careful You hear some strange
could even be a home o9100.
Kusineleninters
news that comes from out of left
t 'beim
come tip 10day. For some. a
held. The good news is. these
real Melo investment heeds in
creativity
Plug
words touch your
your dIROMOn. Tonight Chasse
this energy into different facets
to be with others
of your Me Tonight Where the
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec.
action is.
21)
GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
***• Without realizing it. you
The BEST choice for
*5** Understanding your limassume a lot of responsibility
your business!
its might be insIturnental to your
and might have a problem out of
sanity nght now. You Cannot conthe blue. Your ability to achust
cil
Vol others, and any Mem*lo do
and flex helps you. Keep Wang, we gm* you Ilair_Choille
$O Could be more upsetting than
insurance
coverages
all
in
one
if
even a salaam gels Mail
you'd anbcipeled Adopt a lail1convenient package
Everyone. including you. will me
882-feire altitude You will be
a situation in a new light!
happier and more relaxed
Contact your State Auto agent
Tonight Could be late
Tonight Easy does it
of your
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19) today and take ownership
CANCER (June 21-July 22)
business insurance.
*Sr * You might not always be
•*•* You might want to think
comfortable with what comes
before you leap into action

John
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EXPIRES
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0% IS BACK!
Announcing 0% APR
Financing For 5 Years*
0% APR Available on these models:
• 2006 Pacifica
• 2006 Jeep Commander
• 2006 Grand Cherokee
• 2006 Jeep Liberty
• 2006 Jeep Wrangler
• 2006 Dodge Durango
• 2006 Dodge Dakota
• 2006 Dodge Ram Full Size Trucks
• All 2006 Minivans
'In lieu of rebates W.A C Ends 2-211-0b

11====r1n1=77=1.

•
•
•
•
•
C

Jeep

i

Crifb) 213-$4010

Pt-PP6e,c
2400 E. Wood St.
wParis
642-5661 21-800-748-8816

TO ADVERTISE CALL 753-1916
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LodiOne
HI MIMI
rablishell et a pisimm et Dew
poacher Da Gam* shin is
host ot die new computer swapawes thstalled in die aloe of
the Calloway Comm Shatters
aloe. The photo
* Staff
Photographer Jim Whines
Bulbs reported include a boy
to David mid Lim Clienowith
aid a ghlto Chtfalepher and
Whom Bynum. Feb. 3. a girl
to Myna Hoe Lae ad Jenson
Soo. Feb. 4;• gel to Steal sad
List Herodos sod agid so TON
and Pamela Carter. Feb. 5: a
girl so loeime sad DIckie Farley, Feb. 7
Mr. and Mn,. Aeries Hodges
were married 50 years Feb. if
20 years ago
Published is a picture ol the
Aslsanced Gifts Comouttee for
the 1906 fund-raising drive of
the Calloway County Chapter of
the American Red Cross. They
include Randy Saladin, fund drive
chairman. Stuart Pinst011. hoard
chairman. Walter
Apperson.
hoard member. Mayor Holmes
Ellis. and Peggy Billington. eset
utise director of the chapter.
Births reported include a hoy
to Eugene and Susan Barnett. a
girl to Ronnie and Debbie Dill
and a girl to Samuel and Sherry Parks, Feb It. a boy to
William and r'heryl Lewis. a
hoy to Gary and Evelyn Fuqua
and a girl to Michael and Teresa Losi.thrldge I•ch 9
Mr and Mrs Itigenc Tarry
were Mari it'd for cI sears Jan
26
Mt year. ago
%twisty State Unisersity Special Education building on North
160 Street yvhich has been in
use sinve Iasi stiffirner. 14111 gel
it. formal intniduction the pub-

he on Feb. 21 from 9 a.at to
4 gai.. sword* to Dr. lony
Mims. department chainmet.
M MO school bsekedmil
pow. Moray Lady Tian was
51-31k over Marshall Ishreheis
aid Calloway Lally labors his
67-61 to St. Mary's
High WW1 scorers wen Imimay
Boone and Dense lumphie for
Murray. Smith for Maratha mid
SUMC Imes kit Calloway.
40 years nip
An average cif 54135 par
husdrad weight hes ben wpmod fix the sureses
MY a*
fired tobacco aMIN,
tat. This is for 4304.7113 pose*
for a total of SI.909.256.27.
according to 011ie Barnett.
reporter for the Murray Market
-The weather has made
chunks of pavement come loose
on the bridges to Hazel." from
the column. "Seen & Heard
Around Murray- by James C
Williams puhhisher
Charkme Tidwell and Johnny Parker were married Jan 255
.ti (4ohen l'nitcd Methodist
Church
56 yews ago
Fire destroyed the home of
Mrs J.E. James al 304 North
Sixth St . Murray. last night
Murray State College Thoroughbreds won 86414 over Regis
College in a basketball game at
Murray High scorer for Murray was Kinder
Lynn Grose High School
Wildcats won 112-96 tiScr Western High School in a basketball game Tom McNeely was
high scorer tor Lynn Grose
Shirks Ann Cross and James
Howard Boone were married Feb.
2 at First Methodist Church.
Murray

Domestic assaults have
nothing to do with love
DEAR
limb you for
your coatinuml
of
wins of dossetie=si ybTosseerow is Veissiale's
iday tilled with rommor
-kg
malty
couples.
Unfonisnately. for some, it is
like any cidair day -- filled with
fem. anxiety
v toMad
nne.
The
sad
is.
seta
every year.
close to 4
million
American
women
expenence a

Dear Mk

assault
by
someone
who
said
they losed them. I would like to
remind
your readers that
domestic and dating violence is
not just physical abuse. It can
also be mewt. emotioaal, economic or psychological abuse.
It is actions, or threats of
actions, meant to frighten.
intimidate. terronte. manipulate. hurt. humiliate, blame.
injure or wound someone
Domestic violence can happen to anyone of any age. race.
sexual orientation, religion.
gender or socioeconomic background. It can happen to couples who are married. hying
together or dating.
With Valentine's Day only a
day away, let's work to keep out
loved 00M safe. -- SHERYL
CATES. EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR, NATIONAL DOMESTIC
By Abii
Van Burets

Todaylnllistory
Ks Iii, .4wisetated Press
today is Monday. Feb. 13. the
44th day of 2Mb There are 121
dos left in the year
loday's Highlight in History
On Feb I. 1915 a itiry in
Flemington. NI
found Bruno
Richard Haummann guilts of first
degree murder in the kidnap-death
,it the son 4 Charles and Anne
Lindbergh (Haummann was later
est.*. Wed I
hi this state
In 1542 the *11th wife of Eng E3 Ak Et V

IEt 1_

land's King Henry VIII. Cattier
inc Howard, as'. executed tor
adultery
In 1795. the Unis.ersio of North
Carolina he•ame the lust I, ti
state unisersity to admit students
with the arrival ol Hinton James
who was the only student ‘41 an,
pus for two %seek s
S411011
,
In 19211 tiw• L ,,ague
recognired the perpetual neutral'
is of Switterland
In 1915. during Pairld Viar II
the Su% iCts captured Budapest.

Et LLJScID

INI L)I

(

Murray Lodgier & Timms

Hungary. from the tiermans
In 1945. Allied planes began
bombing the (krman city of Ores
den
In 1960. Fnuice explitsk
,
d it'
first atomic bomb
In 19110. opening seremonies
were held in Lake Placid. N 1
tor the I Ith Winter (fly aspics
In 1964 K,,nstantin Chernenk,,
was chosen to he general were
tar, of the Sos set Communist
Party's Central Committee. sue
ceeshng the lase Yuri Andropos

V'OUNCE HOTLINE
Dm* yes
for yen hopeeent WNW As
readies at my adman Imam,
your somiestios as ems I hese
relied epos for poen hi he*
wit:Sims ot abuse. if geyser;
Ihis Mous led* Ws
she is
aimed. or Mow of
essemill
is beteg Amid.I
hop she will call die Pladamil
Dommelie Ifidensi Hotline. The
imsbetis BOO) 7997233 (SAFE). Me number for
people with hear* disabilities
ts (8001 787-3224 CITY). You
can also log am10.0 Web tile at
www.advILosg. Uwe it heip
swath** 24 hews a dey. Nose
der; a weak. The thaw is
pest so ;dame deset wak so
contact them

owesimE,RYL:

elle

Puffiness probably not
sign of lymphoma
win

OIL GOTT! Reesedy.
imam Die imam ape..
sew to as ear. new out doom 16 se legit is. slosh* gam
doctor to have he died oe a
Atha. dm wit beim diet she
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Ms he. hesosths. ar"WM diet
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tee about die ad *see anibediesem be mess
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the mid is the Moot)
follow is
As you Mem lymph girds
day. she said can also asp melipma aniki.The
H
was air
is why barms-erseer my* moenlarged
stly Involves renewing setae of
lymph &ode the gime miter the ma to check
the Ior the mowed of cower tamtas
Whom
Mae of the
Mist.
lisse risen you more
int of the Lit
de flame —
*an you mate awl
very UMW
he the lymph spent hose
BY
poor Goe probably of the ment faseimaiag
impor
caused by a ma limothres in dm he*. I doubt
ul
ganNEW,Ile and this that you he. lymphoma beam
Imams it sees so maall. diet they
you se whiewie hail* WWI
ware ast going soda eayiklag this wtorialt. and Impious oallorit tight now, he W it gat beer. ly mocks the Muds lymph maI was to cam bah main. Now. im. is a siagie glued the is,
Dr. Goa, is this the sten of lym- uthiselly ombegod.
phoma? If so. amid I not man
lb mow me of your quesgallieg 1111111.1111a1 tight away? If tion dowdy. a biopsy atone'eat. mho hind of semesest *saki sap ia &igniting lymphoma, If
I esasider in case it does get
yam node doesn't slut* Milan
the nest tea ns.a biapay MAY
AN
READER: Lymph
note the eamimis — he aggroOa& perform Ivo, rotes
poste If you have mi unlikely
Mt. the!, act as filters to trap
k Allt of earl) lymphoma. the ultiinksioss material from spread
mate treatisea is chettiodievapy
thommhont the body Foe exam
and, in my expenence. dos is
pie. a Immo throat may sensate
almost guaranteed t,, he an effecthe lymph modes under the chin. tor LAM'
an Wood finer ma, caw
For now, back on and Joril
lymph-giendravaeg(Moos medworry I suspect that sour body
is unspfs doing its tots
ically as lymphadestmeho la die
anis*. An Mimed sore on the
leg may eantominly cause the
Mew Gott is • praeMetriu
nodes in the pain to swell. Sorb
pkyskime and the anther of the
mecums am very common and
new boob -Use Lew,Use Netare expected to occur in other
ter" IQuall
Driver Rooks.
wise healthy people.
erhisolks.com; I Second. the lymph glands help 101114115-717,6i,
produce amibody protons. sub
stances mode by the toot* to tight
(ups night MM. Nest/spew
infection Mononiic!et"so. re•ult•
flier's's* Aas.
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DEAR ABBY: My dear
friend "Rose" has a 3-year-old
peat-granddaughter I'll call
"Andrea." I am concerned
because the child does not play
nicely with her dolls She
chokes them, hashes their heads
2.1tarn.t the wall and "drowns'
them in the bathtub.
Rose and her daughter think it
is funny I think Andrea net-J.
help
The little girl doesn't get hit or
abused herself. but she has an
on-again. off-again father who
has beaten up her mother on
more than one occasion. And
there has been a new baby in the
house since No'.ember. Should
I suggest counsettig? -- WORRIED IN ST. LOt
DEAR WORRIED: Andrea
appears to he a %cry angry little
girl who is using her dolls to
channel her aggression She
may led displaced by her new
sibling It might help to luggest
to Rose that she and her daughter gise Andrea more attention
because you are concerned that
she might take her resentment
out on the baby It that tails to
impros e the child's behas tor.
then rxrint ow that a shit with a
child psychologist might he in
%cm dealer
played three rounds of trumps
order
Roth sides onerabk
cashed the king of spades. diwarding
NORTII
a club, then ruffed a spade and
DEAR ABBY: Two years
•K 9 5
played two snore rounds 417\1111p
,
10
VQ11 it 2
ago. a male friend and I decided
produce the following position
•Al64
Nardi
to MIS C our spare change in ajar
•76
IIPQ 8 4 2.
for a rood trfp There are now
EAST
•7
WIST
three large jars. :aid they re all at
•1101163
*Q74 2
11Vaet
East
.93
no house
91 10 7 5
•4 I
•1 107
•Q
•9 5
IAQ In
•A
During the time that we sc
•A )
•Q.10115
Swab
been saying, my friend and I
WITH
•
t,
him: grown apart Its not that
•A
•K 9
AC don i like each other any •A Kb
• bed limo tweed to discard
•K 1011 7 32
the jock ofclubs on the pm-smuts wick
more. but sometimes that s the
diK
92
in oder So keep four hearts, and
way things go
The bidding.
Mawr% sole ink at this point was
There is nearly S300 in the
Woos
Nerds
Lass
South
to dank whether West hod mined
jars. and I'd like to give him his Palo
Pass
Pam
I•
with tame hems se four It we. nest
Radek Pass
Pass
to attlaitt SIN UN had the ace ot
share. hut I has e no idea how to lade
1
•
2
•
clubs
26
to lianas his double of one dia
3•
do it. There is no way of know Pass
4V
60
Pam
moral.
ing how much of the money is
Operas he - Makir(lo
lea customary gooe
his anti how much is mine.
The
concluded itut
j often
1141111/1mnik
Wutwesfraweiebave to,r
There ;sr) t an In en amount in helps derbser woke•ammo dist
might othennee hit Comider din
Naas sal Ile Isar see at club. .1
the jars. and 1m considering
metheadar example hem the meth
this palm Om lbw hearts and M.
going all of it to him. What do homes the United
Stems and
ace aid men dab
you su v .est? -- TRYING TO tome m the IMO %WM C..
Panabsig embed die
—.The Amnon toonh-Sesith
BE FAIR IN NC
he:
11ed,iatlew hum to die queen
and reassod•dub. Sim I so put
DEA
TRYING: Either get pair (Hobby Goldmee mid Hills
I issalseq) readied Os diamonds as
upthethaSouth Welted ko cons is
a neutral friend to help ou shows. md Wei he
•made.
"cm by *yeti the nine and st
count the MOW!, of -guestiEimakarg was IWO the ace. tow* bona the slan,
Male" the amount in the jars and
1111111111Prefft: ...01 inflicted ilWilr%
,A ,,!,• 0, ,Itan a check for halt
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1 Outscored
4 Ihrwoe
9 Wanitemste
12 Pismo* oimi
13 ma mmitiew
14 cam et aslahl
5 squesses thy
17 Seventh panel
Protein source
20 Salary San
21 MA umamiore
23 histhsnwilical
oaraell
24 Water ay
27 Pecs' naghbors
28 Applo-pie pros
30 Its HO
linassis
31 mecarn.es
org
32 Ding out
34 Prang a
35 Andes ampere
37 River aura
38 Mom or poi
39 Translations

41 Pedro s Wog
42 Drociel
43 Applies cm*
46 Regret Amply
48 At hand
SI hie
51 Priam Sec
52 thew a
54 listp-watiod
star
55 Meo compenson
56 Change rotors
57 SOrrut rn010CUIS

Answer to Previous Puzzle

a uth,,ription to the
Le
;iso
atOTWES
House Dit4ivery
3 um __MN
6 no --HIM
I yr.
—Mae

DOWN
110111Xells
2 BOOM anal
3 iMit
Slick-m-Me-mud
2-13 0 MOS Una., Frolure Synicals inr
5 Mimosa OHM
6 - hoc
7 Put-down
16 CPA tOrtli
23 Nonsense'
8 most:truth
18 Betatien
25 City new
20 Without a gen
erne
Syracuse
9 Piano mere
21 Fain
26 toners:00y
10 Not wroth a 22 Juicy sloth
mune
11 Codgers'sums
Ihyph I
28 "Or Jekyll and
-Hyde
29 Dayerne
Orlin*
32 tnas twined
33 1441not's N
36 Ornentah
melon
38 Looked His
40 cavalry sword
42 Urban
Iransnort
44 Ewly harp
45 Go horseback
46 Take
'no custody
47 aoksion
covets aro
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